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There is an old Hindustani story of seven blind men. They had not
seen an elephant. Not did they have any idea about th.is. Once they
were all taken to see the elephant; one of them touched the trunk of
the elephant. He said that the elephant was like a serpent. Another
OJle touched the tail of the elephant and gave his explanation: The
elephant was like a long rope. One of them who put his baDd on the
body of the elephant, called it like a wall Thus, all the seven blind
men provided their respective ideas about the elephant in pans..
Nobody could see and explain the whole elephant. Similarly,
Indian society is analysed partially, that is, in parts. The Indiaa
Constitution is very clear in its definition of society. It is also clear
about the government policies to be adopted and practised from
time to time. Indian society is industrial, capitalistic:, technological,
secular and plural. Above all, it is democratic and is embedded in
scientific spirit. This is precisely a constitutionu, formal and
official statement about the meaning of Indian society.
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But, there are also other historical and intellectual definitions
or projections of Indian society. Gandhiji and other national
leaders all through the period of freedom struggle argued for a
moral society. Gandhiji stood for the values of truth, non-violence
and manual labour. There is another view about Indian society. It
looks at it in the form of national culture, which is manifested in
'Hindutva' ideology. It described modernity, socialism and other
secular values. Cultural nationalism labels modernity as reactionary
modernity. There is yet another projection of Indian society. It is
Naxalism. It argues that revolution comes only through the bullet
of barrel. In another words, Indian society needs to be defined in
terms of violence. India did not have any experience of bloodshed.
As a matter of fact, the Indian society, like a huge body of
elephant, is interpreted differently in different ideologies. The basic
problem for social scientists is to find out the meaning, truth and
reality of Indian society. August Comte was the first sociologist to
take up the task of defining society. Since then, gallons of ink have
been put on the paper to define and redefine the Indian society.
Those who worked on this issue are mostly sociologists. In the
present work we have presented the analyses of society in both
scientific and humane perspectives. The volume elicits the views of
some of the leading Indian sociologists and a few western sociologists who have done research in India and developed the
perspectives on Indian society. The volume includes historical,
Indologicalltextual, structural-functional, Marxist, cultural and
civilizational perspectives besides development of sociology in
India and a discourse analysis. In the next edition, we will include
some other perspectives, mainly, social stratification (Andre
Beteille, K.L. Sharma, Dipankar Gupta), family, marriage and
kinship (K..M. Kapadia, Irawati Karve, Leela Dube) etc. We believe
that both teachers and students would be able to understand the
contributions of our sociologists.
We have gone through the original writings of the scholars
mentioned in this volume to understand their perspective about the
Indian society and also consulted reference and textbooks, the most
important amongst them are: Y ogesh Atal {2003), Indian Sociology:
Prom W1Jere to Where; D.N. Dhanagare (1993), Themes and
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Perspectives . in Indian Sociology; S.L. Doshi (2003), Modernity,
Postmo~mty and Neo-Sociological Theories; Ramkn.,hna
MukherJee (1979), Sociology of Indian Sociology; Surendra Sharma
(1985), Sociology in India: A Perspective from Sociology ofKn01.t,/edg/
and_ N.K. Singhi (ed.) (1993), Theory and Ideology m India~
Sociology. Besides these books, we have also consulted some
papers - both published and unpublished.
The book is dedicated to my teacher - Prof. Yogendra Singh,
who taught me at M.Phil level QNU, New Delhi) and inspired me
not only d~rir:g my doctoral research work but also throughout
m?' academic life. I always found him up-to-date in readings and
with refreshingly new ideas. He kindled my interest in sociology
and made me understand that sociology should always include both
th.eory and_ empirical research. I enjoyed his professional visibility
with affection to make me fearless and created confidence in me
whenever I consulted him.
. In the preparation of this book, the inspiration has come from
diverse sourc~s, such as classroom teaching and several special
lectures to different universities, participation in seminars and
symposia, and interaction with scholars. Without naming each of
them individually, I wish to acknowledge my grateful thanks to all
of them.
The present work is thus, a kind of friendly venture. However,
I am alone responsible for the shortcomings. My wife, Madhu, has
assisted me enough. I highly feel obliged to her. My teachers and
friends like Professors Yogendra Singh, K.L. Sharma, J .S. Gandhi,
S.L. Doshi, Ravi Kapoor, LP. Modi, Jayaram Panda, Satish Sharma
and many others have provided me all insights in the presentation
of sociological thinkers. I thank very much Bonny Doshi who
devoted her time in the proper handling of the manuscript. Last but
not least, my thanks to my son Gaurav and my daughter Radhika
for their constant encouragement. Finally, I also wish to thank
Shri Kailash Rawat and his son Pranit - the publishers - for
publishing this volume in an attractive form . I look forward to
receiving comments from teachers, students and readers to enable
me to further improve this book.
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India has a chequered history. It has grown from monarchy,
feudalism, colonialism to democracy. It has a civilizational depth.
All through its history the country has promoted certain values,
traditions and ideologies. We believe that sociology, and for that
matter, social sciences in India can be properly analysed with
reference to its social background. Social thinkers in India are the
products of prevailing reality and truth of particular point of time.
India has witnessed the exploitation and authoritarianism of
colonial rule. It is expected that our social thinkers will bear the
stamp of colonialism and feudalism. Our objective in this work has
been to evaluatetthe works of sociologists who have tried to undernand or who have been products of the colonialism and feudalism.
Raymond, Aron, in his two-volume classical and eventful
work, .Mai.n ·currents in Sociological Thought (1965) has taken a
critical review of. the pioneers of sociology. He concludes that
social thiok.ers are ~ose who dwell on the rising problems of their
country and struggle to come with some solutions. If we follow
Aron, we would argue that sociologists who are reckoned to the
Acidic007
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The struggle for independence has been an event which has
moved the masses of people and the intellectuals alike. What has
been its impact on Indian social thinkers? This is our first question.
What is the situation of contemporary Indian society? Perhaps
V.S. Naipaul (1990), not a sociologist but a fiction writer, has
provided the profile: "With industrialization and economic growth
people have forgotten old reverences. Men honour money now.
The great investment in development over three or four decades led
only to this: to 'corruption', to the criroiaaliuition of politics, in
seeking to rise, India had undone itself. No one could be sure of
anything now; all was fluid. Policeman, thief, politician, the roles
had become interchangeable".
It is not that masses of people are unaware of such a kind of
disorder. There is a wide network of social workers and NGOs
spread over to the length and breadth of the country. They have a
deep understanding about the reality or truth of the country. There
has been an awakening in the country.
To quote Naipaul again, he says that people all over India are
so much agitated that they are likely to commit 'mutiny' any time.
And not one or two mutinies but a million one. Perhaps, Naipaul
has exaggerated his predictions. But the matter of fact is that such a
situation of contemporary Indian society cannot fail to 'influence'
the thought process of our sociologists.
Have the happenings of post-independent India really brought
about any impact on our present-day sociologists, this is our second
question. What we have been arguing is that the social thinkers
must respond to the callings of the nation. If there are refugees in
the country, if there is disharmony among the sections of people, if
there is genocide in Gujarat, if the community development fails in
the country, if the green revolution ends up with the enrichment of
propenied classes, and if our education system renders millions to
unemployment, what do the sociologists write? Do they have any
solutions? logic would say, these writings are not wonh the salt.
Let us now take a shon recapitulation of the social thinkers we
have included in this work. To begin with, we would say that
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Indian $0Cial thinkers/sociologists have discussed the Indian society
in all i~ aspects. But they have dealt with the parts of the society,
viz., faniily, kinship, caste, village, religion, and not the whole of
the society. While discussing the society, they have suggested
measures for reforms of the parts - untouchability, widow remarriage, demerits of caste, village factions and dominant caste and
others. And doing this they have not touched by the current of
freedom struggle or current problems.
Take for instance, N .K. Bose. He has studied tribals and their
integration. For him, the method of tribal absorption seems to be
quite suitable. He was very close to Gandhi but he did not take up
the issue of the need for communal harmony. In fact, he was far
away from the prevailing national mainstream.
Most of our social thinkers have preferred to take up the issue
of caste. At the most, they are rich in depicting the caste ethnography. In fact, they have followed the officials-turnedanthropologists of British times, to depict caste which could be
useful for the exploitation of the poorer masses of people for whom
caste is not an institution but a way of social, ritual and sacramental
life. It gives moral strength to bear the atrocities of the high castes,
kings, jagirdars and umindars. Such has been the contributions of
caste sociologists.
McKim Marriott, M.N. Srinivas and S.C. Dube, the towering
social thinkers, have made studies on caste along with the village
studies. In fact, these social thinkers brought about a flood of village
studies in our country. Admittedly, Dube opened up some new
pathways in the much needed field of village development. H e
argued that people were prepared to accept development plan
which suited them to their traditions. When Dube talks about the
role of human factor in development, he actually stresses the
importance of traditions in village life. As a matter of fact, tradition
has been an obsession with Indian social thinkers. Even Yogendra
Singh who sets out to study modernity, ends up with the
conclusion that traditions die hard and are in tum become modern
not in substance. Thus, the modernization of tradition is in reality a
false modemiution.

5
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agriculture, industry and development, have been some of the
major persptttives which help us to understand the Indian soci ty.
Tht n~ture of the society which is depicted in our Constitution and
government policies of development plans, Panchayati Raj, decentralization, urb.mization uid capitalization along with democracy
and st\.-ularism are some of the recent perspectives for undersianding Indian society.
Indian society as the evolution theory has two major parts.
Elite or the high castes, ex-zamintksrs, ex-jagirdars, landed peasants
and the high-ups constitute the first part and second part includes
the scheduled tribes, scheduled castes, the poor and the subalterns.
Jn any analysis on the perspectives on Indian society, these parts
cannot be overlooked or neglected.
Romila Thapar, as a traditional historian, has provided the
ancient history of India. She talks about golden age of Indian
history. She also informs us that India has always been a diversified
country. Local battles were common narrative parts of this history.
Alliances in these battles were brought by marriages. Ancient India
was ruled by caste associations. In other words, the king or
7Atnind4r wielded his power through the caste association.
Ranajit Guba was the first subaltern historian who rejected the
traditional history. He talked about the people,s history in which
he called subaltern history the history of the downtrodden people.
Both Guba ~d David Hardiman have brought into light the
subaltem people. One very powerful perspective on Indian society
is that of subaltemism. Hardiman who has worked on the Bhils of
Pancbmabals (Gujarat) brings out very substantive data. He says
that even if there was famine in this area the Bhils never made an
attack on the sores of food grains belonging to the Sahultan. He
further says that the Bhils who feed the Btmqt, are tragically
aploilal by the latter.
k is difficult indeed to rounoent on all the thinkers included in
dus work at this place. We only want to stress that Indian society is
fflf compla and a huge phenomenon. No single perspective can
do juaice ro pl'O'fidc a holistic view of this society. It has ~
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(b) Per peccives in the Eighties
{c) Im~r.itives in the Nineties
(3) Sociological R~arch in India

1
oevelopment

f Sociology in India

O

Context
The origjo of sociology and social anthropology in Ind.a uo ~
traced to the days when the British offici.il!> reahud the n~ed to
understand the native society and itS culture in the 1nternt of
smooth administration. H owever, it was only during the tw~nun
of the last century that steps were taken to introduce !>ociolog, .md
social anthropology as academic disciplines in Indian unive~1ues.
The popularity that these subjects enjoy today .ind their
professionalization is, however, a post-independence phenomenon.
AttemptS have been made by scholars from time to time to outline
the historical developmentS, to highlight t he salient trends and to
identify the crucial problems of these subjecu. 1

Development of Sociology and Social Anthropology in India
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Sociology in Post-Independence .n ia
(2)
~ments in the Seventies
(a) D evel Or-

l .

Sociology and social/ cultural anthropology are cognate disciplines
and are in fact indissoluble. H ow ever, the two disciplines have
existed and functioned in a compartment.ilized manner in t~
European continent as well as in the United StateS. This sep aration
bears the indelible impress of western colonialism and
Eurocentrism. However, Indian sociologiru and anthropologists
have made an attempt to integrate sociology and anthropology in
research, teaching and recruitment. They have made a pro minent
contribution to the development of indigenous studies of Indian
society and have set an enviable example before the Asian and
African scholars. Another significant contribution of Indian
sociology and social/cultural anthropology lies in their endeavour
to synthesize the text and the context. This sy nthesis between the
text and the context has provided valuable insights into the
dialectic of continuity and change to contemporary Indian society

(Momin, 1997).
It is difficult to understand the origin and development of
sociology in India without reference to its colonial history. By the
second half of the 19th century, the colonial state in India 'VnS
Acidic007
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customs, manners and institutions of their subjects. Christian
missionaries were interested in underst.tnding loc.tl l.ingu,&ges,
folklore and culture to carry out their activuies. The,. overhpp ong
interests led to a series of tribal, caste, village ~d religious
community studies and ethnological and linguJStsc surveys.
Another source of interest in Indian studies was more intellectual.
While some western scholars were attracted by the Samkrit
language, Vedic and Aryan civilization, others were attr=,d by
the nature of its ancient political economy, law and religion.
Beginning from William Jones, Max Muller and others, there w .is a
growth of Indological studies. Karl Marx and Frederic Engels were
attracted by the nature of oriental disposition in India to build their
theory of evolution of capitalism. Similarly, Henry Maine was
interested in the Hindu legal system and village communities to
formulate the theory of status to contract. Again, Max Weber got
interested in Hinduism and other oriental religions in the context
of developing the theory, namely, the spirit of capitalism and the
principle of rationality developed only in the West. Thus, Indian
society and culture became the testing ground of various theories,
and a field to study such problems as growth of town, poveny,
religion, land tenure, village social organization and other native
social institutions. All these diverse interests - academic,
missionary,
of
sociology.administrative and political - are reflected in teaching
According to Srinivas and Panini (1973: 181), the growth of
the two disciplines in lndia falJs into three phases, the first, covering
the period between 1773-1900 AD, when their foundations were
laid; the second, 1901-1950 AD, when they become professionalized; and finally, the post-independence years, when a complex of
forces, including the undertaking of planned development by the
government, the increased expoSUre of Indian scholars to the work
of their foreign colleagues, and the availability of funds, resulted in
considerable research activity. Here, three major phases in the
introspection in sociology, which have been discussed by Rege
(1997) in her thematic paper on 'Sociology in Post-lndependent
lndia' may also be mentioned. Phase one is characterized by the
interrogations of the colonial impact on the discipline and
Acidic007
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is marked by ex:ploAlioos into the initiative natme of the theoretical paradigms of the
discipline and de-bares on strategies of incligeniz.ation. This phase
.also saw- critial rdlections on the deductive pos:itivistic base of
soaolog_v and the need for M.an:i.st paradigms and the more recent
phase of posc-stnJCtUl"mSJD feminist and post-modem explorations
of the discipline and t.h.e field.. I aksbroaona also (1974: t) tries to
11xe the development of sociology in three distinctive phases. The
fiBt phase corresponds ro the period 1917-1946, while the second
md me mini w 1947-1966 and 1967 onwards respectively.
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DaJ:11.0Sdl.lSl :1csponses to die sam~ phase second

~line was uneven and in an
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~:u~~~is

h .. ~'

r«iolo,gJ' in tlle he-ltldepmdena Period

.As is deac by now dm sociology had its formal beginning in 19V
University owing to the active interest and effons of
B.N. Seal Laer ~ the sohjea was handled by Radbakamal
Mukerjee and B . Sarkar. However, sociology could not make
:my hetdway in irs birthplace at Gdcuna. On the other hand,
amhropology flourished in Cak:uaa with the establishment of a
dqwunmt and later on the Anthropological Survey of India (ASI).
Thus, sociology drew a blank in the eastern parts of the c.ountry.
But, the story had been different in Bombay. Bombay University
.started teaching of sociology by a grant of Government of India in
1914. The Department of Sociology was established in 1919 with
Patrick Geddes at the helm of affair. He was joined by G.S. Ghurye
and N.A. T oothi This was indttd a concrete st.ep in the growth of
sociology in India. Another centre of influence in sociological
theory and research was at Lucknow that it introduced sociology in
the Department of Economics and Sociology in 1921 with
Badhakamal Mukerjee as its head. Later, he was ably assisted by
D.P. Mukerji and D.N. Majumdar. In South India, sociology made
its appear.ma at Mysore University by the efforts of B.N. Seal and
.A:F. Wadia in 1928. In the same year sociology was introduced in
Osmania University at the undergraduate level. Jafar Hasan joined
the department aft.er he completed his training in Germany.
A.eother university that stuted teaching of sociology and social
~ before 19.f7 was Poona in the late 1930s with lrawati
bve as the head. Between 1917 and 1946, the development of the

.
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a mixed .
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own (Rao, 1982).
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the collection of essays in Unnithan, Singh et al., 1965;
ICSSR, t97i, 1974, 1985; Rao, 1974; Mukherjee, 1977; Mukherjee,
1979; Singh, 1986; UGC, 1978, 1979, 1982} Le~e, 1981; Oommen
and Mukherjee, 1986; Dhanagare, 1993; Singhi, 1996). O~ these,
Ram Krishan Mu.k.herjtt's review has been more exhaustive and
substantial for the discipline as a whole. The ICSS~ ~ren.d reporrs
covered in detail the ~velopments in each of spec1alizauons. Rao
(19&2: 16-23) reviewed the developments in .th~ ~venties_ under
duff heads: (i) areas of the interests and spec1alizat1on which got
crystalliud; (.u) areas of interest which have devdo~ but not got
crystallized; and (iii) emergence of new approaches in the establisbed ue~
The seventies of the Jut century saw a further continued divel'sification of interests .md specwization in subswitive ueas of
mrMCh .md te~hiog in the sixties. While, ~lier, ~age
community studies dominated rese.irches, but the mteres~ m the
ueu of agrarim reutions, land refonm, pcaw!~ agncultural
llboure.rs, md scheduled ca.ttes and tri~ began to attract greater
mention of sociologists md social mthropologists ~ the sevcn~es.
1'1lc problam of rural sod~ were formulated m the ~.u:zian
fnmtwork of analysis rmphwzing conflicts . .md _contradictto~
Tiit othe,r an:as of in~R:SU that wen crysulliz.ed m the seventtes
1IU'e mdos,;iw sociology, urbm sociology and socul str.nific-.ation.
SecondlT then: ~ six o1reai ol intenst that started Fniog some
m,m~' in die scvm.ties bur luff not ttally got off the mm..
1liese Weft: sociology ol profession. sociol.ao· ol organiuuoa»
m.:diaJ sociology. social ~ f ~ ~ ~. W O ~
),lpclims .md HinJu.Muslim. Rbtions. Thirdly. It &'li sigoifiant to
-- . . . scvmaa saw IM!'II' ~ md foci in the brge
m d reseudt md tra<t-g sudl. • ca,a. lrimhip. n:ligion,
,....,.,. wl aM mwirs
for eumplr
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inv cigation opened up and more re earch in the ablish«i
was undertaken on new line . ome of che new .1re.u h.ave bttn
introduced. The e were: ociology of deviance, sociolugy
knowledge,
iology of cience and technology, a_od hmoricll
ociology. Rao (19 2) .1nticip,1ted the are.is for reseanh 1a the
ei~htie . There w .t.n indication th t intere c in sociology o
c1ence and technology might get more wide pre.1d (Ubero1, 197 ;
Vishwan.uhan, 1977). The growing incere t in hi toncal sociol
w reflected in Fo (1977). Damle (19 2: 57-5 ) anticip.ited the c.as
of ociology for the eightie in India, which a to .in.uyse (1) the
transformation of lndi.rn ociety, (2) the Umit of . uch tr.uisfor·
matian, and (3) the imp.ict of the limits co uch tran torm.1t.1on,
which w reflected either in the frustration of t.lte effon · to
urmoum the obSt.acles. In thi ontext, new id ol ie and protest
movement .i quired a pec-iaJ si nific.ui e. In m.my of tbe nt"w
developing branche of oc.iol , chol have made nor.blc but
i ol,tted contribution . There h · been thinkin ch.it re eM'C.b
should be promoted in the ninetie in the an of ociology of
planning and deveJopmem socjol
of pcofe ions.. ociolog_v r[
organiz.u.ion oci.tl Jimen ion of
Jaw a.o
i J ch
socio}
of national in

Imperatives in
untry durin the nin
the l
nrurv
through radical politi -~ economical~ soci<><ul~ ch.mgcs a
result of "w"hich the ope and focus of lndi.ui
·olog,v h
~
- Under tile inffuen of
~lopmcn the India.
il"ernment th,n ~ the policv of mixed economv e,~r
independence
cherished the ideals of '\\·dfarism p~~ to
allov.· the m.uket-oriented pofu.-y to prevail. To ~~ve this goal,
die vcrnment ..., . cd .i new policy of economic reforms in ~
year 1991 with a viev to g1~ its economy ingh, 199 •
Globaliz.tion is .1 mo-re prompttd by the lewcrs of the ~loped
world. I.ibcnlizrtion poli.,·. including the freedom .n:orded to the
foreign .:omp.mics md ~ iul to cntrc into lndi.m market. are the
nro major stq,s of mt! g o ~ t in this direction. The unpact
globalization on Indian admr.d ~
genrnl life situati. ,
The

ma
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Oevetopment of Sociology in India
Development of Sociology i n India

of the people of the country has generated new areas that d~erve
the attention of Indian sociologists who do seem to be attentive to
such relevant areas as civic society (Gupta, 1997), crisis and resilience in the process of social change (Singh, 1993) and secularism
and national integration Ooshi, 1997)2 but specific social implication of the new economic policy is yet to be analysed. A few
courses have been introduced recently on global themes in some of
the universities. They are as follows: ecology and society, issues of
human rights, sociology of management, human resource development, media and society, action sociology etc. There is also need
to start some more new courses like sociology of public order;
peace, security and development; security management and information technology etc. These courses are not only important for
reaching but also for research in the construction of society and
useful for the modem occupation and profession.

Teaching of Sociology in India
The origin of sociology in India as a distinct discipline can be traced
back to the period around 1920s. Teaching of sociology started in
Bombay U niYersity as early as 1914 but the birth of current
academic sociologr took place only with the establishment of
departments of sociology in Bombay and Lucknow. As for teaching
md research, nothing such happened except nominal teaching of
the discipline v.·herever it was introduced for almost a quarter of a
century. What Paf\'atbaroroa states about Mysore Uni,;ersity
remains true for the entire country and for the discipline of
sociology as a whole. •Tue undergraduate syllabi in sociology as
framed by Wadi.i continued almost for a quarter of a century. Only
i.o the late 1950's, it was changed• (Parvathamma, 1978). Though
one finds a nominal beginning. nothing of any consequence
happened in the realm of sociology. It remained more or less static
during the 1920-47 period. This was the last phase of the colonial
rule in India when the national leaders were preoccupied with the
liberation movement. Pre-independence scholars have contributed
to the foundation of sociology by providing a tradition in which
sociology in India could grow and evolve (Unnithan et al., 1967).
Their contributions, however, began to make an impact only after
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independence, though th e number of universities increased from 11
in 1920 to 16 in 1945. H owever, the number of sociology departments remained just two and of these, only one was concerned for
independent degree in sociology (Unnithan, 1982).
The percentage of universities, h aving sociology depanment,
had been falling during 1920-50. It began to show a trend towards
regular increase after 1950. By 1960, 23.8 per cent of universities in
India had sociology depanmen ts. By 1965, this number r ose to 29.6
per cent. N ow, there are 95 universities including institutions that
are deemed to be universities. Fifty-one of them or about 54 per
cent . accommodate departments of sociology. In spite of their
relauvely greater growth in sociology departments, it is interesting
that ~ (46.3%) out of 95 universities do not have any sociology
teaching at all. O f the 51 universities that teach sociology, only 32
have separate departments, whereas 14 conduct under2:raduate
and
t,
postgraduate programmes including PhD. There are 16 universities
where s?ciology is combined.with other social science departmen ts
but an. rndependent degree 1s awarded; in three departments no
deg~e is awarded tho':1gh the subject is taught (Unnithan, 1982: 64).
Besides these, according to the Universities Handbook of India
1973, the 16 Agricultural Universities, the five All India Institute~
of !echnology, the three Institutes of Technology, the three
Institutes of Management, the Indian Statistical Institute Kolkata
th.e Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai, and the Gujara;
V1dyapeeth, Ahmedabad also offered sociology as a subject of study
and/or research.
Sociology is very popular subject in the universities and
colleges of India today. Currently, out of 133 traditional universities, about 85 have departments of sociology apart from other
dep~ents of social sciences related to sociology like population
stu~es and women stu~es. A. majority of students opt for
soc1~logy as one of their subJects at graduation level. It is
considered as an easy subject to get through in examination. It is
usually preferred by girls particularly those who are not much
career conscious. Similarly, at the postgraduate level too sociolo
. a 1arge number of students.
,
gy
rece1ves
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Indological(Textual Perspective

Indology, more specifically, the branch dealing with interpretation
of ancient texts, and linguistic studies of problems of ancient Indian
culture would be more fruitful if supplemented by archaeological,
sociological, anthropological, numismatic and ethnographic
evidence and vice versa. Available data in each of these fields are to
be augmented by a great deal, of honest and competent field work.
None of the various techniques can, by itself, lead to any valid
conclusion about ancient India; combined empirical operations are
indispensable (Siddiqi, 1978).
The Indological approach rested on the assumption that
historically, Indian society and culture are unique and that this
'contextually' specificity of Indian social realities could be grasped
better through the 'texts'. It may also be viewed that Indological
approach refers to the historical and comparative method based on
Indian texts in the study of Indian society. Therefore, Indologists
use ancient history, epics, religious manuscript, and texts etc. in the
study of Indian social institutions.
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alltd as •1eStuaa
phalolnma. il dq,eods upoa talJ.
.
ta.tUal variety 0 £ethnosociology• that emerged m the
W 1~
marks a ~ k shift fr~ the European (a k
~)
-L- .. _.....:.,...... tradition of social anthropology. The
.1JQ1UOllt to uu:: ~ .de
f b"
rmdies conducted during this period cover a wt range o ~ Je~,
b social suucwre and relationships, cultural values, kinship,
as cuhunl uaosactiOIII and symbolism of life and the world
etc. ~ · studies based on t.e'XtS nave been conducte~ by many
scbobrs, such as, Bernett (1976), D.rvid {1973), Fruz.zem and Oslor
(1976) 1nden and N'icholas (1972), Khare (1975, 1976), Murray
(1971,' 1973), Marriott (1979), Pocock (1985), Eck (1985), Gill
{1985), I>.as and Nandi (1985) ere. Most of these studies are based on
usiual materials either drawn from epics, legends, myths, or from
the folk traditions and other symbolic forms of culture. Most of
them have been published in Contribution to Indun Sociology (New
Series), edited by T.N. Madan, replacing Dumont and Pocock. A
good number of suulies following this method have been done by
foreip·based scholars (Singh, 1986: 39).
.
Benwd S. Cohn bu analysed orientalists' perspective to
eq,lain the ta:tua1 view. The orientalists to0k a textual view of
India offering a picture of its society as being static, timeless and
spacekss. •1n th.is view of the Indian society, there was no regional
variation and no questioning o£ the relationship between
perspective, normative statements derived from the tcXtS and the
actual behaviour of groups. Indian society was seen as a set of rules,

allClmt

twruyana,

11Jus

:0.

ffB'/ Hiadu followed" (Cohn and )mpr, 1961 IJ Bmwd
S. Coho funher wriin. '"The orwnul11tt t~n.Jrd to tN' bc1Wr
edu, i1ted and from the upper cWSN of <1rHt Briuan; ..amt ...s 5er

iJJjam jooes Wtff tra.uitd ~ ~hours brfore their Mt .al di .de,
and tMy want.tel lO tre.at Sa.nsknt .and Pttswi Je.un1:1& with ti.
sant methods and rapea as oae would urat Europe.an WMIWl5- .•
(C.Obu, 1998: 10-11).
When field studies i.o many
al chear iolffftl aa Joella
became difficult, tntual analysi~. either of cl.assic.s or etbau or beld
nores from an earlier data, repre,cnted a fruitful basis for c..ooun~
analysis of Indian suuaure and tr.adit.ioa LG the 1970s and l
(Singh, 1986: 41).
An Indological and cuhurological approach has also been
hallmark of several sociologists. They have hammered ag.uost dw
acceptance of theoretical and methodologjc.al orientation~ c,f the
western countries. These scholars emphasized the role of tradauoos,
groups rather than individual as the basis of social relations a.Del
religion, ethics and philosophy as the basis of social 01¥ni1..&tioa.
For example, R.N. Suen.1 {1965: 1-13) agrees with dus lndologacal
or scriptural basis of studying Indian society. He stressed on the
role of the concepts of Dharm~ Anh~ Kamma and Moksba.
Dumont and Pocock (1957: 9-22) emphasize the utility of
Indological formulations. They observe: •1n principle, a sociology
of India lies at the point of coofiuence of sociology and lndo)ogy•.
Indology is representative of people's behaviour or that guides
people's behaviour in a significant way.
The use of the Indologial approach during the early formative
years of Indian sociology and social anthropology is seen in the
works of S.V. Ketkar, B.N. Seal and B.K. Sarkar. G.S. Gburye?
Louis Dumont, K.M. Kapadia, P.H. Prabhu and Irawati Karve have
tried to explore Hindu social institutions and practices, either with
reference to religious texts or through the analysis of contemporary
practices. Initially, Sir W'illiamJones established tht Asiatic Society
of Bengal in 1787 and also introduced the study of Sanskrit and

Indology.
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._4~
Radhakamal Muke·rjee

Radbakaroal Mukerjee (18:89-1968) ~ong with. D.P. Mnk.erji - hi,.
colleague in Luck.now University - and G .S. Ghurye of Bombay
University, are considered a great pioneer io. sociology
India.
Luck.now University was a major centre of sociology and sociai

w.

anthropology. Under the scholarship of the triumvirau ...
Radbakamal Muk.erjee, DJ>. Mnk.erji aad D .N . Majumdar Lucknow soon emerged as a leading centre for social science studies
and it remained so until the mid-1960s. Our d:iscus.sion htte is

mainly on Radhak.arnal Muketjee.

Lffe Sketch
Radbakamal Muketjee was bom on 7th December in 1889 in a large
Bengali Brahmin family at Berlwnpur (Murshidabad). a smdl
country-town in West.em Bengal. He spent the first mteen years of
his life in this toWD. His father was a lawyer and the leader of the
bar. He was an accomplished sdiolar with a gtat intatst in
history.

-
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second, his own substantive w~tings, his theoretical postu.
lat.es, his vision of the role of sociology• ete.
Ghurye excelled in both of them. We would like to discourse
upon these things in this chapter.

Background
Ghurye was born on 12th December, 1893 in a Sarasw~t Brahmin

family in Malavan Maharashtra, the West Coast of India. He died
on 28th December', 1983 at the age of 91 in Bombay. Sociology was
not a school or college subject when Ghurye was a student. From
the very early years, Ghurye sho:'e~ a flair for Sanskrit. _Afte~
passing the matriculation exauuoauon, 'Ghu17e got himseU
admitted to the Elphinstone College, Bombay with Honours. He
had a brilliant academic career throughout. He stood first class
second at the BA examination and was awarded the Bahu Daz.i
prize - the blue ribbon of Sanskrit competence in the university.
He stood first class first at the MA examination in English and
Sanskrit in 1918 and was awarded the Chancellor's Gold Medal.
None before that time had obtained a first class at the MA with
Sanskrit. With this type of background in Sanskrit, Ghurye finalhcame to sociology, which profoundly influenced later Ghurye's
own writings and the course of research made in the field of
sociology under his leadership.
.
While teaching at the Elphinstone College, Ghurye submmed
an essay to Patrick Geddes on •Bombay As An. Urban Centre". Ir
won him a foreign scholarship. The scholarship was instituted ~y
the University of Bombay to train promising young men in
sociology. Ghurye went to London School of Economics wher~ he
briefly worked with L.T. Hobhouse. He later moved to Cambridge
where he worked with W.H.R. Rivers. Rivers died in 1922 before
Ghurye completed his doctoral work. In 1923, he completed his
PhD under A.C. Hadden on Caste and Race in India. His work was
published by Routledge and Kegan Paul in 1932 in C.K. Ogden:s
History of Civiliution Series. It immediately established Ghurye s

reputation.

G.S. Ghurye
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Sociology in Bombay developed under the leadership of G.S.
Ghurye. Patrick Geddes was invited by the University of Bombay
to start a Depanmeot of Sociology in 1919. Ghurye succeeded
Geddes as head and as a Reader, took charge of the Depanment of
Sociology at Bombay University in 1924. He was appointed as
Professor in 1934 and retired in 1959. When he retired in 1959, the
University of Bombay made him an Emeritus Professor. Ghurye
was the first Emeritus Professor in Bombay University. He did not
cease to be academically active after retirement from service. His
last research student submitted thesis in 1971. During these about
fifty years' span, he supervised as many as eighty theses. Of these,
forty have been published as books.
As a teacher, Ghurye was very serious and meticulous in
preparing his lectures notes. Many of his students have testified that
his lectures were heavily documented. As a research guide, he was
more impressive and more successful. He created a 'sociological
awareness'. The 'second generation' of Indian sociologists was
largely his creation. They include M.N. Srinivas, K.M. Kapadia, I.
Karve, K.T. Merchant, I.P. D esai, A.R. Desai, Y.B. Damle, D .
Narain, M.S.A. Rao, K.N. Venkatarayappa, A. Bopegamage, M.G.
Kulkarni, K.C. Panchnadikar, M.L. Sharma D.B. Unwalla and
many others.
As an institution-builder, deservedly, the most profound
impact on Indian sociology was made by Ghurye. Ghurye was the
principal architect of the Department of Sociology of Bombay
University and produced a batch of renowned scholars including
M.N . Srinivas, who is now internationally known. His students
headed {and many of them are still heading) the departments of
sociology in many universities in India. Ghurye was the prime
mover in the formation of Indian Sociological Society in 1952 and
was also instrumental in the publication of its mouthpiece, Socio·
logical Bulletin, as its official bi-annual journal. However, the first
sociological journal in India, The Indian Journal of Sociology, was
Started in January 1920 under the editorship of Alban G. Widgery
of Baroda College in Baroda.
Ghurye was elected the president of the anthropological
section of the Indian Science Congress in 1934. In the same year, he
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(1963) demonstrated G hurye was far from promo ting an armchair

a:nual scholarship. He was an empirical field wo rker also. Later
generations of Indian sociologists and social amhropo ·
Ghu.rye's inexhaustible themes for their researches.
h would be appropriate to charact.erize Ghw:ye
a praaitioner of 'theoretical pluralism'. Basically interested in inductiv.
empirical exercises and depicting Indian sociaJ rcaiiry using aay
material - primm.ly Indological - his theoretical positi
bordered on laissez-faire. Similarly, when Ghwye conducted
survey-type research involving primary data oo.ilectio.n, he did not
SOllCre

conform to accep ted methodological canons. He often ventured
into generali:zation on the basis of scanty and unrepresentative
evidence, e.g., Social Tensions in India (Ghurye, 1968). It is ako
likely that Ghurye's flexible approach to theory and methodology
in sociology and social anthropology was born of his faith in intellectual freedom, which is reflected in the diverse theoretical and
methodological approaches that his research srudents pursued in
their works. Ghurye also used historical and compantive methods
in his studies which have also been followe.d by his students.
Ghurye was initially influenced by the reality of diffusionist
approach of British social anthropology but subsequently he
switched on to the studies of Indian society from indological and
anthropological perspectives. He emphasized on Indological
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roach in die study of social and ~lturil lif~ in lndii and tht
elsewhere. This htlps in tht unders.tand1~g of ~oc1ety ~rou~ liter.
atutt. Ghurye utilized liter.tture in. soc1ologic.al stu~1es wnh nis
profound knowledge of Sanskrit literature, extensively quoted
from die VeJ.s, S/M.stMf, epics, and poetry of Kaluias.i or
111,,,wJ,b,,ci to shed light on the social and cultur.il life i~ India. lie
made use of the littrature in vernacular, e.g., M.irath1, and cited
from the literature of modem writers like Bank.imchandra
Chatterjee as well.
Works of Ghurye
Ghurye's writings have eno~ous diversity of the~es.and perspectives. The range is very wide~ indeed. As the two pnnc1pal branches
of the Indo-European people subsequently prospered in India {the
J.ndo-Aryan) and Europe (the Anglo-Saxon), for example, he has
shown wide similarities between these two peoples as regards the
two principal institutions, viz., the family and the caste. Not only
this, a host of other things also came with Ghurye's range of
interests. Rajput architecture and funerary monuments, sadhus in
India and sex in America, Shakespeare and Kalidas, castes, tribes
and races, metropolitan civilization - everything was grist to his
sociological mill. His writinp have been gathered from all sources literary, historical, archaeological, sculptural, painting and iconog·
raphy. This gives an enra dimension to his research.
Upto 1980, he authored thirty-one books; only five of them
were written before 1950 and thirteen upto 1959 when he retired
from the university service. The important works of Ghurye are as

follows:
1. Cistl!and&u:einlndia (1932, 1969)
2. Ctdtllrr! """ Society (1947)
3. lndi4n SadJn,s (1953)
4. BIMrAlntltyam 11nd Its Commie (1958)
5. Family 1tnd Kin in lndo-&ropom Cult11re (1955, 1961}
6. Cities IUld Civili?Atum (1962)
1. Gods and Mm (1962)
8. AMtmnyef•R,wlll-CJ,l,.n Ommumity (1962)

1.
11.
12.
1 .
14,
15.
16.
17.

~riu,l«J Tnbe (fim published
tlx,r Fut1m·) {19·H, 19~9. 196.3)
Religious Co,iAious,ins ( 1965)
Jndun Costume (1966)
ocwl Tmswns in JnA,. (196 )
I anJ Other ExpiorJtions (1973)
Whirher Indi.i {1974)
JndJ.tn Accultur.i.tion (I9n)
Vedic India (1979)
Bringing Cau/Jron of orth East lndi (19 0)

The whole range of Ghurye' works ca.n ht cl ifird lD10 a
number of broad themes. The cl.1.SSific.uion bas not al"·.avs bttn a
neat one, sometimes a little bit of discretion had to be ~ but this
enabled us to arrange more system.atically his ideas. Pr.uiwuck
(1994) has divided Ghurye s writings into six bto d areas.
are:
1. Caste
2. Tribes
3. Kinship family and marriage
4. Culture, civilization and the historical role of citi
5. Religion
6. Sociology of conflict and integration
Besides these, there are a number of important writings of
Ghurye, which could not be fitted into the above scheme. e
would briefly discuss. here the important works of Ghurye.
Caste and Kinship

We first take up Ghurye's Caste and Race in India (1932), which
cognitively combined histori~ anthropological and sociological
perspectives to understand caste and kinship system in India. He
tried to analyse caste system through textual evidences using
ancient tens on the one hand and also from both strucnual aod
cultural perspectives on the other hand.
Ghurye studied caste system from a historical, c o ~
and iategrative perspective. Later on he did comparative study of
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The kwhip and~ in India served in the past as integrati'lt
fram:ewoib-.
The evolutio:n -cl society was base.d on the integration of
diverse, racial or ethnic groups through these networks.
Ghurye highlights m structUral features of caste Sfstem a,
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

e, lhue
rffltia'on.. in oor v.,,cany, icb pt
,cu.~,o,:~;i:,
l,a,:vUd a:u and in ip. 11,ew are mdt...ga y, at
hypergamy. E ~ can be dwidcd into l O pa: , Ii) lptr"'4 M
p.fohibited degen of in, and (ii) 1ept or gr.,zra
y.
The gutrt1. and charna ere in cai.egories of J
E r
.akuret vniu;b fYSkmatized
fall and flatus of die peopk.
Thae c.tUgoTies were derived from mlm ($ · uJ of past. Thne
rishi, were the real or eponymom founder of the golra nd char114.
In lndia, descent~ not alway, hem traced 10 the blood ue. The
li~a were o f ~ ~ on spiri~ descent from saga o{ the pasi.
OlftSide the kinship, one might notice the g u ~
(reacher-tt~.t) .r~lationship, which is also based on pirit
descent. A d15Clple is proud to trace hi5 descent from a ma.sttr.
Likewise, caste and rub-caste integrated people into a r
order based on norms of purity-pollution. The rules of endog;amy
and commensality marked off castes from each other. Th.is -was
integrative instrument, which org,anized them into a totality or
collectivity. The Hindu religion provided the conceptual and ritua~
istic guidelines for this integration. The Brahmios of India played. a
key role in legitimizing the caste ranks and orders through their
interpretation of Dharamashastras, which were the compendia of
sacred codes.

of fffilff.

Segmental division
Hierarchy
Pollution and purity
Civil and religious disabilities and privileges of different
sections
Lack of choice of occupation
Restrictions on marriage

Besides the above characte.ristics, Ghurye laid particular stress
on endogamy as the most important feature of the caste system.
Any effective unit of the caste hierarchy is marked by endogamy.
Every caste had in the past segmented into smaller sub-divisions or
sub-castes. Each of these sub-castes practised endogamy. For
example, Vaishya (Baniya or Mahajan) castes are divided into
various sub-castes such as Agrawal, Maheshwari etc.
Caste is also linked with kinship through caste endogamy and
also clan (gotra} exogamy. Gotra has been treated as thoroughly
exogamous unit by the Brahmios and later by the non-Brahm.ins.
The basic notion here is that all the members of a gotra are related
to one another, through blood, i.e., they have rishi (sage) as their
common ancestor. Therefore, marriage between two persons of the
same gotra will lead to incestuous relationship. It will lead the
lineage of the gotra to near extinction.
The relationship between caste and kinship is very close
because (i) exogamy in our society is largely based on kinship,
either real or imaginary, and fu1 the effective unit of caste, sub-caste

tm

Tribe
Ghurye's works on the tribes were general as well as specific. He
wrote a general book on Scheduled Tribes in which he dealt with the
historical, administrative and social dimensions of Indian tribes. He
also wrote on specific tribes such as the Kolis in Maharashtra.
Ghurye presented his thesis on tribes at a time when a majority of
the established anthropologisis and administrators were of the
opinion that the separate identity of the tribes is to be maintained at
any cost.
Ghurye, on the other hand, believes that most of the tribes
have been Hinduized after a long period of contact with Hindus.
He holds that it is futile to search for the separate identity of the
tribes. They are nothing but the 'backward caste Hindus'. Their
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backwardness was due to their imperfect inte_gra~ion into Hindu
.
The Santbals , Bhils, Gonds, etc., who hve in South-Central
society.

India was not a simple function of industrial growth. In India, the
process of urbanization, at least till recent years, started from
within the rural area itself. H e traced Sanskrit texts and documents
co illustrate the growth of urban centres from the need for marker
felt in a rural hinterland. Development of agriculture needed more
and more markets to exch ange the surplus in foodgrains. Consequently, in many rural regions, one part of a big vi!Jage started
functioning into a market. This led to a township, which in turn
developed administrative, judicial and other institutions. In the
past, urban centres were based on feudal p atronage, which had
demands for silk cloths, jewellery, metal artifacts, weapons etc.
This led to the growth of urban centres such as Banaras,
Kanchipurum, Jaipur, Moradabad etc.
In brief, it may be said that Ghurye's approach to
'rural-urbanization' reflects the indigenous source of urbanism.
During colonial times, the growth of metropolitan centres altered
the Indian life. The towns and cities were no longer the outlets for
agricultural produce and handicrafts but they became the major
manufacturing centres. These centres used rural areas for producing
raw materials and turned into a market for selling industrial
1;>roducts. Thus, the metropolitan economy emerged to dominate
the village economy. Therefore, the urbanization started making
inroads into the rural hinterland in contrast to previous pattern. A
large city or metropolis also functioned as the centre of culture of
the territory encompassing it.
For Ghurye, the large city with its big complexes of higher
education, research, judiciary, health services, print and entertainment media is a cradle innovation that ultimately serves
cultural growth. The functions of the city are to perform a
culturally integrative role, to act as a point of focus and the centre
o_f radiation of the major tenets of the age. Not any city, but large
Cllf or ~etropolis having an organic link with the life of the people
of its region can do this work well.
According to Ghurye, an urban planner must tackle the
prob}~ of (1) sufficient supply of drinking water, (2) human
congestion, (3) traffic congestion, (4) regulation of public vehicles
(5) insufficiency of railway transport in cities like Mumbai:
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.
India are its examples (Ghurye, 1963).
There has been fierce debate between ? ·S. Ghu:re and Verner
Elwin. Elwin in his book Loss of Neri1e said that tnbals sh ould be
allowed to live in isolation, whereas Ghurye argued that tribals
should be assimilated into Hindu castes.
.
.
Thus, Ghurye holds the view that a grand historical process of
merger between two communities has almo~t been completed.
Consequently, tribes, now, may be regarded as . backv:ard ~mdus'.
The incorporation of Hindu values and norms mt~ tn~al hfe .was a
positive step in the process of development. The tnbes ~n India had
slowly absorbed certain Hindu values and s_ry_le
life th:ough
contact with the Hindu social groups. Today, 1t 1s being considered
a part of Hindu society. Under Hindu ~uence, the ~ribes_ gave up
liquor drinking, received education and 1mprov~d t~err agnculture.
In this context, Hindu voluntary orgamzat1ons, such as
Ramakrishna Mission and Arya Samaj, played a constructive role
for the development of the tribes. In his later works of
north-eastern tribes, Ghurye documented secessionist trends. He
felt that unless these were held in check, the political unity of the
country would be damaged.
Ghurye presents a huge data on the thoughts, practices and
habits of the tribes inhabiting the Central Indian region. He quotes
extensively from various writings and reports to show that
Katauris, Bhuiyas, Oraons, Khonds, Gonds, Korkus etc. have
substantially adopted Hinduism as their religion. Ghurye suggests
that the economic motivation behind the adoption of Hinduism is
very strong among the tribes. They can come out of their tribal
crafts and adopt a specialized type of occupation, which is in
demand in society.

ot

Rural-Urbanization
Ghurye :remalned· occupied all thmugh his life with the idea of
rumrllaniiatwn securihg · the advan:t;iges of urban life simultaneously with nature~s greenery. Therefore, he discusses the process

of rural-urbanization in'India. He views that the urbanization in
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Sociology of Religion
Religion is fundamental to man: Man becomes conscious of s?~.e
power beyond his comprehension almost at ~he ~w1: of c1v1hzation. This field has drawn the attention of soc10log1sts hke Weber
(The Protestant Ethic and Spirit of Cnpit.,lism, 1930) and D_urkheim
(The Elementary Forms ofReligious U(e, 1915). G~urye thmks that
religion is at the centre of the total cult1Jral ~entage of. ma;fi· He
gives the five foundations of culture a~ mentioned earlier tn the
description of culture and civilization, out of which . 'religious
consciousness' is most important. It moulds and directs the
behaviour of man in society.
Ghurye made original contribution to the study of Indian
religious beliefs and practices. He wrote six books to bring out the
role of religion in society. These are: Jndi.un Sadhus (1953), Gods and
Men (1962), Religious Consciousness (1965), Indian Accumulation
(1977), Vedic India (1979), and The Legacy ofRamayana (1979). All
these works reflect Ghurye's interest related to the sociology of
religion. For example, in Gods and Men, Ghurye discusses the
nature of the Hindu ideas of Godhead and the relations, if any,
between the climate of~ age and the type of Godhead favoured. In
Religious Consciousness, ·Ghurye analyses the three oldest human
civilizations, viz., the Mesopotamian, the Egyptian and the Hindu,
in their various aspects of mythological beliefs, speculation,
cosmology, life after death, view of Godhead, temple architecture,
etc. And, in the Indian SaiJhtJs, Ghurye considers the genesis, development and organizatioh.,of asceticism in Hindu religion and the
role ascetics have played in the maintenance of Hindu society.
Indian Sadhus

Indian Sadhus (1953 and 1964HS. an ex~llent soc:iography of the
vatious sects and religious centres established by the great Vedantic
philosopher Sankaracharya and other notable religious figures. In
this work, Ghurye highlights ,th~ paradoxical nature of renunci·
ation in India. A sadhu or sannyasin is supposed to be detached from
all castes, norms and social conv~.ntions, et,::. He is outside the pale
of society. Yet strikingly enough, since the tim~ ~ Sankaracharya,
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the Hindu society has more or less been guided by the wdhuJ. Th~
sadhus :'ere not the_lonely hermit!.. Most of them belonged &o
monasuc orders, which have distinctive traditions. The mun.utic
organization in Inclia was a product of Hindu1sm and Buddhism.
The rise of Buddhism and Jainism marked the decline of individual
ascetics like Viswamitra. Inclian sadhus have acted as the arbiters of
religious disputes, patronized learning of scriptures and the sacred
lore and even defended religion against external attacks.
National Unity and Integration

Ghurye had interest in contemporary Indian situations. As a sociol?gist, h_e had been extremely concerned with the concept of
mtegrat1on, tbe process of national unity in India, and the contemporary chall~nges to the situation. This concern became apparent
even at the tlIIle he wrote Caste and Race in India in 1932 and Tbe
Aborigines-so-called-and their Future in 1943. However, this concern
~ith t~e prese~t 'disturbing trends' in Indian society has come back
in a big way m the later writings of Ghurye (Pramanick, 1994).
~here are_three books of Gburye, known as his 'triology' in this
field, which are relevant in this connection. These are Social
Tensions in India (1968), Whither India (1974) and India Recreates
Democracy (1978). In these books he has developed a theoretical
framework to explain unity at the social or cultural level.
. Ghu~e.holds that though g,roups play an integrational role in
society, t1:is 1s true only up to a certain extent. In modern society,
there are five sources ~f danger for national unity coming as they do
form a sense of excessive attachment with groups:
(1) The Scheduled Castes
(2) The Scheduled Tribes
(3) The Backward Classes
(4) The Muslims as religious minority groups
(5) The linguistic minorities
As we kn.ow, the 1~ai~ focus of Ghurye's writings is on
culture. He thmks that 1t is largely as a result of Brahminical
en~ea~our. th~t cultur~ unity in India has been built up. All the
maJor institutions of Hmdu society originated among the Brmmin.s
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, urinK hi• er a ivc p d "' wri ing1 fn i n itodou,gy w tJg.t
!n tM ~batt on trad,w,n and '"''""rnity. C,huryt- nt'1Lher r.nwr·
mtt, th,, ccmtmvi:rty, nor ht- '""k up the i•euc of thr mw of
tradition in Indian ,,,d · y. He fu.r fu.r 1tre, $t'd tha fndian Lraa.i·
tio1u arc actually Jfindu tradition•. One mu•t knc,w the Hindu
trad~tion~ tc, un~~•cand l~dian tociety. Jn f:u.t, Ghurye created. a
p~1al kin~ ~,f llmdu J~Jcw!ogy. T_hc tradicio111 of India arc ,,nly
ff,indu tr~twn,. He d.1d nm defuu: traditioru. He alt<J did not
ducun the impact of nwdtrnity. £U, main con~ rn wa, the core of
Hind~ •oci~y. In Lhi, ,c~le,.the tradition• of Indfan. .society have iu
roou in ,,npcure1, wh,ch a very narrow vision about Irutian

,ociety.

It ha, been argued rha.t the Ill.Off of hurye' work, are based
on ~t.ual and scriptu? I data. The choice of scripture and the way
of wrmng may hav~ b1u toward, one section of ,ociety to another.
Ghuryt ~rther fails to rtcogniu chat qualitativ~ change has
occu~red •in mode-rn India. Past iB important for pre~ nt. The
qunt1on ~, t~t how much of the past is ure-fuL Some argue that
Ghu7e did not hav~ thit. rt.1lization as his knowledge of the India's
put, instead of helpmg h1m, stood in his way of analysis. However,
Gh~rye was not only concerned wich the past evolution of Indian
l«lety but al,o with iu present tensions and problem,. The task of
IOCiologists, according to hi~ is to explore th~ social history of
pan. He say, , one cannot u~rstand the pr~nt without the
~~re~~ of the past. Ghuryc introduced a down-to-earth empiracum m Indian ,ociology and social anthropology. He was ao
~~aphcr, who stooied tribes and castes of Indiat using
huiorical and Indological data. His knowledge of Sanskrit enabled
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the context of Indian

Conclusion
The sweep of Ghurye's works and the wide range of his intellectual
interests have had a profound influence on the deve~opme:it o~ the
twin disciplines (sociology and social anthropology) m India. L1k.e a
discreet butterfly, Ghurye moved from one theme to ano~her wnh
equal interest, erudition and ability. He sh~wed Ind1a to .an
inexhaustible mind where sociologists and social anthropologists
could conduct endless explorations. He indicated innumerable but
unexplored dimensions of Indian society, culture and social institutions, which would occupy social analysis for decades if they had
both the desire and the ability to know.
Ghurye's basic discipline may be regarded as social anthropology, since his PhD was under W.H.R. Rivers at Cambridge
(UK). The range of Ghurye's scholarly interests and research is
astounding. Exploration of diverse aspects of Indian culture and
society through the use of Indological sources permeated Ghurye's
otherwise shifting intellectual concerns and empirical research
pursuits. His erudition and versatility, therefore, are substantiated
by the wide range of his research from Sanskrit text, through interpretation of Indian culture and society
This rare spirit of inquiry and commitment to advancing the
frontiers of knowledge was one of Ghurye's precious gifts to Indian
sociology and social anthropology. His diversified interests are also
reflected in the great variety of works of his research students
produced on themes ranging from family, kinship structures,
marriage, religious sects, ethnic groups, castes an.cl aboriginals, their
customs and institutions, to social differentiation and stratification,
caste and class, education and society, the Indian nationalist
movement, social structure and social change in specific villages or
religions of India, and also urbanization, industrialization and
related social problems in India.
The range .of Ghurye's interests is encyclopaedic. His abiding
in~erest ~s .i? ~e ~urse ~f world civilization in general and in
Hindu c1vilizatroh m particular. He has analysed various aspects
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like.the origin and evol~tion of caste, the evolution of Indo-Aryan
fam1ly
w 1·th th Ind E
·1 structures and ns. .connections
. .
e
o- uropean
fam1 y. structure, and spec1f1c mstrtutions like got ra etc. A naIysis
· of
t h e d1verse aspects. of the evolution of Ind'1an soc1·al b'tstory an d
cuIture t hus consmutes the major preoccupation of Ghurye.
Ghurye's framework Summarized

Background

Educated and trained in Sanskrit and sociology
Academic career at Bombay
Interests in Indian civilization and culture, national movement

1.
2.
3.

Aims

Ethnographic
study of castes and tri· bes, rural-urbaruzat1on
· ·
. .
1
re 1g1ous phenomena, social tensions and Indian art.
'
Assumption

Analysis of evolution and growth of social institutions in India
Methodology
1.

2.
3.

Indological and textual
Inductive-empirical method
Historical-comparative method

Theoretical perspective
1.

Functional approach

Typology
1.

2.

Classical textual categories
Literary data

Issues

Different aspects of Indian society such as:

1.
2.
3.

Indian culture and civilization
Race
Religion
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5.
67.
8.
9.
10.

.s.'
Caste and km.ship ttlll
Tribal srudies
llunl-urbanization
Indian sadhus
Social tensions
lo.dim costume
Sociology of conflict and int~tiott

•
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Perspective
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Sociological functionalism is closely related to the struc·
tural-functionalist approach in anthropology, which tries to
explain the various social forms found in tribal societies in terms of
their contributions to social cohesion.
'rhe followers of this perspective focus on the understanding
of the 'ordering' and 'patterning' of the social world. Their focus of
attention is mainly the 'problem of order' at a societal level. Their
theoretical and empirical analyses have generally been based on the
assumption that societies can be seen as persistent, cohesive, stable,
generally inherited wholes differentiated by their culture and social
structural atrangements. They even pose the questions: How did
various institutions or customs originate? How does it fill in the
broader context? How does the pan relate to the whole? Regarding
this perspective, A .R. Radcliffe.Brown says that the total social
strUct\lte·of a society, ·together with the totality of social usages,
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fun ·om1 unity, a condition in·~ all. pans work
t
ther with a sufficient degree of harmony or mtemal consu,.
micy. th t • without producing persisting confli~
hich c.m
neither be r, lved nor regulated. Further, to _expl~ ~y bchd,
•

rule, custom or institution de:mu,d,d an analysts which linked the
lemcnu functionally with t h e ~ of the culture as .a system.
This ~rspective of society stresses the element of humooy
arui consistency not tho of conilict ao.d con~ction. The
functional unity of a system is defined in terms of social order. In
defining society in holistic tumS, suucturat.functional impli s that
everything with.in the systtm is necessarily functional for the
whole. They are the believe-rs of the fact that society is a relatively
persisting configuration of elements and consensus is a ubiquitous
element of the social system. It treats changes as a slow, cumulative
process of adjustment to a new situation. Its explanation consists
essentially of pointing out how the different types of activity fit on
top of one another, and are consistent with one another, and how
conflicts are contained and prevented from changing the structure.
M.N. Srin.ivas is to be credited for initiating the new line of
Structural-functional analysis in sociological and social anthropological research in India. Structural-functionalism is brought into
sociology by borrowing concepts from biological sciences.
Structure in biology refers to organisms meaning a relatively stable
arrangement of relationships between different cells and the consequences of the activity of the various organs in the life process of
the organism as their function. Spencer goes further and points out
that not only analogy exists between the body social and body
hW!lfUl but the same principle and the same definition of life is
applied to both. Du.rkheim insisted on the importance of strueturc

the

o import.inc coo ~u _ trva
.and
ociery is .i wholt .anJ rh•t its W'I'
fmktJon • ampt,. rfw
othtt words, r.he v.iriou) grounc dv.a.no,u P•n, "'" int~rn,J,nf'd In
, .ttt rtJ.1ttd to t',l·h oth·r·
r· Ul c•trgorin •h h
. .,_
(S .
K
1tt
111 a
eYU}'

l
. Y

..

rlOl\l.U

1964)

The structur~-funnion.u ~nrw,-t · I
r· r-- 1vr re an ffloff
-L~ 1:...1-1
. (
o tr. di uon or undt>rn.inding ~
_1
on UM' 'llllrWI
Ld 000 .s •contt,,t·· .,. 'fiSCJca.u
rt".&JUy 10 tfa.n f .
.O UIC' un l"rst
tJ .
• ~
•
"' u.1.1 or tl"w ~ ·
phenomena. The imponant f 11
h~npt'ctivt of tlw
M. . rinivas C D L. - M o <>"'t>n o1 t 1S ~nptttJ'Yf 4'lft
,·
• · · u~. c.K.im Munon I p Dru.
• · ·
Ma,umda.r and others. In this ..,.t ·
• D. ·
--- • I
.
... . . 1on, we ,r.,ou1d da
L._
nu.1.1· uncnon.J a.ppro.ich a.dopt~ b M
.
IC
tac ltl\lC·
- 'll' : ·
· .L
Y · · nruv SC
~..LM w.ii..lJ:IJ
arnon m rne tudy of Indian
· ·~

socw

over elements. He h~ po,i.nted to the imponanc:e of social
morphology or strucrure. A new d e ~ was marked in the
thirties of the 19th century by the works of a 1nunber of British
social anthropologists (Srin.ivas, 1964). Evans-Pritchard describes
social structure in tenns of ~ t sQcial groups and
Radcliffe-Brown indicates ~ social structure i, l,ased on nen,ork

of relatio,os of person to person through genealogical coDJlectioos.
~ to Sri.uiv:a,, •Is\ th, recent British social anthropology,
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University. He was an institution-builder, a creative researcher and
a devoted teacher in a remarkable manner. He took up the
challenge of building a Department of Sociology at M.S. University
Baroda, which involved starting from scratch in every respect
instead of choosing to be a lecturer at Oxford with all the prestige.
Later on, he also helped in the setting of the Department of
Sociology at Delhi University. However, he went to Oxford afterwards but he did not stay much and left in 1951. He joined the
Institute of Social and Economic Change at Bangalore after leaving
Delhi School of Economics. Srinivas was one of the few who
preferred to be a professor and remained one all his life rather than
accepting the offer of joining the powerful and prestigious post in
the government.
The~

Mysore Nanimhadwya Srinivas (1916-1999) was bo.rn in a
Brahmin family in My~re on 16th November, 1916 an~ d.1ed at the
ripe age of 83 at Bangalore on 30th November, 1999. Srm1va1t, who
was himself from a Brahnunic background, emerged as a breath .0 f
freth air in the over-Brabminiud world of Indian schc?Jan~1P·
Srinivat had initiated the tradition of basing macro-soc10.lc~gical
generalization, on micro-anthropological insights and. of ~,vu,g ~
sweep and per~tive to anthropological inv~sugatsom O
,mall~ale communities (Srinivas, 1996:22). He obtamed MA, LLB
aad PhD from Bombay, and DPhil from Oxford. He was Profe,~o~
of Sociology at Maharaja Sayajirao U nivenity of Baroda . an
Univertity of Delhi; and Senior Pellow, Sociology Unit at lnrt~utc
for Soc.ial and Economic Change, Bangalore; and J.R.D. /u
Vititiag Profu,or, National Institute of Advanced Stu tes,
Bangalore.
M.N. Srimva,, an internationally renowned scholar, ""~;
ffii'l«Gt ol G.S. Ghurye ai the Department of Sociology o£ Born i
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cal and Methodological Perspectives

Srinivas has initiated the tradition of macro-sociological generalizations on micro-anthropological insights and of giving a sociological
sweep and perspective to anthropological investigations of
small-scale communities Goshi, 2000). Srinivas wanted to understand his countrymen not on the bas.is of western textbooks or
from indigenous sacred texts but from direct observation, fi eld
study and field experience. He made intensive field study of Coorg
between 1940-42. In his study, he describes the concept of
functional unity by explaining the interaction in ritual context of
different castes of Coorgs, ma.inly Brahmins (priests), Kaniyas
(astrologers and magician ) and Bannas and Paoikas Qow castes). In
the context of the study of Rampura also, he describes that the
various castes in a village are interdependent.
Srinivas studies of caste and religion (1952, 1959, 1962, and
1966) highlighted not only th ir structural-functional aspects, but
also the dynamics of th ca te system in rural setting. He proposed
conceptual tools like 'dominant caste', 'sanskritization·
westernization' and 'secularization' to understand the realities of
inter-caste relations and al o to explain their dynamics. The
concept of 'dominant caste' has been used in the study of power
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. 1 S 'nivu (1960) pr tent• th~ rr,ult, ,,r
tht vill ge leve • ri • and ch;1nge in the vill"K~ ,,,, i<'ty
. 0n the nructur..
nun1ber orItuJ•c~
.
,n the 19401 on Tam1'l and· T lgu.
Sriniva.1 has written artu:1e, J

r lation

t

folk-10~~·
, two basic co.oaptt to understand our 1Jociety.
Sr1n1va• explai~
d (b) field view,
They are· (a) book vJ.tW' an
. .
. .
(bookilh perspective): Rehgion, varna, (.a,te,
(a) Boo~ vi~
and eographical structure . are t~e main
fanuly, villageh kg wn as the bases of Indian , o(.Jety. 'fhe
le
whic are no
gh
e ment,, b
h lemenu i, gained throu sacred t<:xh

:tk9;'.

knowledge a
~ as calls it book view or booki,h
or fro~ boo
r!nivis a1,o known as Indology, which i\
00
perspecttv\~ S~~as and he empha45i1..ed to the field view.
0
?1 ~ pta (f~ told rm!~. Srinivas believes .that the bknowledge
""' Field view ie TNora.,.
. d
\ II/
L _ d'f''
-ions of Indian ~ociety
about tllC'
t ierent r.cr
.
C can e attainc
l h
through field TNork. This he calls field view. on~eque~t.Y: e
,rica1 udy to understand our soc1ety. , n mva,
prefikershemp• h Ofst 1mall r~•oiw studies rather than the
to0 t e pat
.D"
f Id
k
construction of grand theories. 1n this con~, ife h wor I
,_
.
rtant role to understand the nativity o t e rura
puysanunpo
Iadun 1odety.

. .

Srinivas aJ,o realiud the need for a mathematical and S:Uttst1c~
•
• .
.ology His seH-analysis (1973) underline~ this
onentataon JJl ,oa
·
•~ _ 1 · 1 d a
• t There art cogent reason, of both an iueo ogica an .
aatUre which explain why the secondary level of aoal~s1s
~ribed above ls not UIUally punued by scholars. The practical
comideratiom are ea,y to &tea. Perlups, more in the past
at
present, the fear of mathematics drive many brilliant and di gent
,dsolm to the 'humam,uc' &.cipliaa 1w sociology.

~icai

t~;

Wttttlp of . . . .
Srimvu has wrium on many all*tl of Indian society and cul~ re.
He it bat bow.o for his work on religion, village col1llDum~;
caie a.ad ,ocu1 chaap He n, .iot1ueaced by lwlcliffe.Brov111

,,uaLed

notlon o{ tl'\U.ture, who w a, hit acher at (),(ford, EIt
Indian ,,Jdety at a 't<Jt.&foy', a ttudy wh1"h w,,ukJ intcgr,ate "the
variou, group, in it, int.errda iomhJp, whetfu:r tnbc~, pc.t·•.ino or
var.wu, c.uhs and ,eu," (I' .au:J, 1998). Hi, wming.s au h.ued· c,n
int.cn,ive field work in ',outh India in gener.11 and Co"rg.; and
Jumpura in partkular (Shah, 1996). Sriniv produ~ outstanding
works, for instan"e:
L

2.
3.

.+.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Marriage and Family in Mysore (l 942)
Religion and .5fm ety Among the Coorgs ofSouth India (1952)
India's Villages (1955)
Caste in Modern India and Other Es.says (1962}
Social Change in Modern India (1966)
The Remembered Village (1976)
India: Social Structure (1980)
The Dominant Caste and Other £1says (1987)
The Cohesive Role ofSanskritization (1989)
On Living in a Revolution and Other Es.says (1992)
Village, Caste, Gender and Method (1996)
Indian Society through Personal Writings (1996)
Srinivas has also written many other important essays

induding 'On Living in a Revolution' (1986), 'Some Reflections on
Dowry' (1984), 'The Insider and the Outsider in the Study of
Cultures' (1984) - all illuminating dimensions of ongoing social
change in India. Thus, Srinivas' writings are interdisciplinary in
nature. We would like to discuss here on the following themes of
Srinivas' contribution:

Social change: Brahminization, sanskritizatio.n, westernization
and secularization
2. Religion and society
3. Study of village
4. Views on caste
5. Dominant caste
1.

.jll{t'at Change
'Social change' as a theme continues to be a significant concern of

Indian sociologists and social anthropologists. This holds true not
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but also for PoSt-1950 period. Srinivas
only for the pre-1950 P!::a a macro-level analysis using a large
(1966) attempud ~ c~el fin.dings on the processes of
number
• n· n' and 'secularization'. Interest.
____,...: . of. ,OllCfO·wesrenuza
o
.
~s.w.:w~umauon , . . rerorned to his micr°:mp~cal se~g _ a
~y enough, S ~quarter of century and m _a diachroruc fr3:11e
village- after nc:-.su1 of soci2J change in chat village over a penod
highlighted the nature
of time (Srinivas, 1971).

11""11an and SocietY

T ~---.

k Reli . ,md Soad1 among the Coorgs ofSouth India
Snmv)~-;~m ~rm__._._ the concept of 'Brahroioization' to
(1952 1t:U
tO 10
UJiW;
f I'.£
d .
of the imitation o we-ways an ntual
the
.represent
process
. d Th
.
f B b .ns by the lower-caste Hin us. e concept was
O
practl
d ces
ralanrnto•ry device 10 interpret changes observed in the
use as an exp a
h
gh ·
ritual practices and life-ways of the lower ~=s-~-~~u hmtens1ve
)d swdy. The notion of BrawWllUAluon, owever,
and carefu1 fiie
•
•
h"gh I I
had · licit possibilities of further abstracUon into a 1 er eYe
conC:t 'sanskritization', which Srinivas introd~ ~ca~ h~
own field data and those of many others indicated lmutauons ol
using only Brahminic model as frame of refc~e~ce.. Later.
sanskritization, as a co.ncq>t, thus, replaced Brabrommmon at a
more abstract level.
.
Srinivas achieved this through enlarging the mearung of
sanskritization and by distinguishing it from another concep.t.
westernizatio~ using both terms in a systematic manner to explain
the processes of social change in India. This conceptual scheme.
though referring mainly to the processes of cultural imitation'. has a
built-in structural notio~ that of hierarchy and inequality of
privilege and power, sinu the imitation is always by the cast.es or
categories placed lower in social and economic status. We find
sysrematic formulation of the two concepts in Srinivas' S~cta.

i

Change in Modern India (1966), wherein he defines 'sanskritizauon
as the process by which a 'low' caste or tribe or other group t~es
over the custom, ritual, beliefs, ideology and style of life of a h~gh
and, in particular, a 'nrice-bom' (du,ija) caste. The sanskritizauon
of a group has usually the effect of improving its position in the

local caste hierarchy. The major emphasis in study of social change
through concepts of sanskritization and westernization and of the
levels of traditions is on the changes in cultural styles, customs and
ritual practices. There are, however, some presuppositions in the
processes of both sankritizacion and westernization, which do
imply precedent or concomitant structural changes, such as
improvement in economic position of the sanskritizing caste,
superiority and dominance of the caste being emulated and psychologjcal disenchantment among the low castes from their own
position in the caste hierarchy. Nonetheless, sanskrici.zacion
brought changes within the framework of Indian tradition whereas
westernization was a change resulting from the contact of British
socio-economic and cultural innovations. Along with these
concepts, Srinivas has used the term 'secularization' to denote the
process of institutional innovations and ideological formulation
after independence to deal with the question of religious groups and
minorities. This became a national ideology.
S~:as.conside:s villag~ as the microcosm of Indian society
and crvilizat10n. It 1s the village, which retains the traditional
composition of India's tradition. Srinivas occupies an eminent place
among the first-generation sociologists of India. He belongs to the
galaxy of G.S. Ghurye, R.K. Mukherjee, N.K. Bose and D.P.
~uke1i. He ~on~ucted field work among the Coorgs and came out
Wl~ his publication, Religion and Society among the Coorgs ofSouth
India (1952). Dumont and Pocock consider the book as a classic in
India's sociology., It is ~ -this work that Srinivas provides a basic
structure of India s traditions. T.N. Madan hails the publication in

these words:
The strength of the Coorgs lies in its being firmly grounded in a
c~early defined theoretical framework which happened to be essentially the one developed by Radcliffe-Brown who suggested the
the~e of ~~ d.issenation to Srinivas. Religion and Society is a very
lu~d expos1~on of the complex interrelationship between ritual and
s~ial or~r m ~oorg socie~. It also deals at length and insightfully
Wl~ crucial ~ot1ons of pu':ty and pollution as also with the process
of ~corporanon of non-Hindu communities and cults in the Hindu
social order and way of life.
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. . nd S · Srinivas was concerned w ith the spread
In Religion a
ociety,
· · H" d · ' d ·
.
.
alked about 'Sanskritic . ~n ~1s1!1 an_ its values.
of Hrndmsm. _He t h
t. on of 'sanskrmzauon w hich Srinivas
Related to this was t e no 1
h
·
f
k·
.b h process of t e penetration o sans rnic
mployed "to descn e t e
. .
f h
e
.
arts of India. lm1tat1on o t e way of life
values into the remotest P
·d
b h
· ·
· b0 m castes was sa1 to e t e pnnc1ple
of the topmost, twiceh ·
.
·
· b
hi h 1 wer castes sought to raise t e1r own social
mechamsm y w c O
f
·d
·
· 1 s · · as did not take up or consi erat1on the
status". Cunous Y, nmv
f · d
f
ersistence of the masses o Hrn us o low or
phenomenon of t he P
h"
h
· ·f·
· h. h caste system. For 1m, t e most s1gm 1cant
fb ·
d
no status wit in t e
.
f the Coorgs worthy o erng recor ed, was
aspect of t he h 1story o
'
h Hind
·1 d
.ncorporation into t e
u socia or er.
t he history of t his 1
·al h
· h
h'
Srinivas thinks that the only meaningful soc1 . c_ anhg~ 1hs t at w 1ch
e weaker sections for attarnmg 1g er status by
t akes p1ace among th
f h l
·1rmtatrng
· · values of twice-born· And' those
. .o t. e owerdcastesdand
tn·bat groups, who fail in this race of 1mttat1on, are oome to
remain backward. Srinivas spells the doom as below:
Splinter groups like Aroma Coorgs are decades, if not ce.nturies, in
advance of their parent groups; the former have solved this problem
by sansk.ritizing their customs entirely while the latter are more
conservative.

What Srinivas spells out about the imitating lower cast~s see~s
to be the announcement of a new age. If we attempt to 1denu~·
traditions of Indian society, according to Srinivas, these are foun?
among the higher castes - the twice-born. In other words, the tradi·
tions, rituals and beliefs, which are held and share~ by th~
Brahmins the Baniyas and the Raj.puts, constitute Indian tradi' the beliefs of the lower sections of society'.
·
tions. And,
.rhe
untouchables and the tribals, do not have any statuS as tra~~ion.
For him, Indian traditions are high-caste Hindu traditions.
lower-caste traditions are no Indian traditions. Obviously, but he
anchors tradition into sanskritization, Srinivas was actually inter(
ested in caste. He ·considered it to be the 'structural bases O
Hinduism'. He was not fascinated by Hinduism in its holistic for:·
1:e looked for it in ~e c~te sys~. Th~s·, his th~~ of Indian t~a
t1ons runs something like this: "Indian traditions are Hin

d:

t4S

traditions, and Hindu traditions are found in caste system. Holistic
Hinduism is beyond his scope of discourse.,,

Study .<j)'illage
Besides religion and caste, the third tradition component of
Srinivas' study is village. Srinivas got the seed idea of studying
India's villages from his mentor Radcliffe-Brown in 1945-46. When
settled in India after his return from Oxford, he conducted the
study of Rampur - a Mysore village - which gave him the concept
of 'dominant caste'. The study has been contained in 1be Remembered Village (1976), it is here only that Srinivas takes some time to
discuss social and economic changes, which have taken place in
Rampura. He informs:
Technological change occupied a prominent place in the life of the
people of Rampura soon after independence. Technological change,
of course, went hand in hand with economic, political and cultural
changes.

The main aim of Srinivas has been to understand Indian
society. And, for him, Indian society is essentially a caste society.
He has studied religion, family, caste and village in India. He was a
functionalist and was influenced by Radcliffe-Brown, Robert
Redfield and Evans Pritchard. These anthropologists were
functionalists of higher stature. Ideologically, they believed in
status quo: let the Dalits survive and let the high castes enjoy their
hegemony over subaltern. Srinivas' search for the identity of traditions makes him infer that the Indian traditions are found in caste,
village and religion. For him, it appears that Indian social structure
is on par with the advocates of Hindutva, say, the cultural
nationalism.
Srinivas though talks about economic and technological development, all through his works he pleads for change in caste,
religion and family. Even in the study of these areas he sidetracks
lower segments of society. They are like 'untouchables' for him.
Srinivas has extensively talked about the social evils of the caste
society, he pleads for change in caste system and discusses
westernization and modernization as viable paradigms of changes.
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But his perspective of change is Br~cal Hin~~is~ or tradition.
.
In h.s zeal for promoting sansknuzation, he h
.
· · F h.
as
i
alism.
marginalized and alienated religio~ nuno_nues. or i~, Indian
traditions are those, which are man1feste~ m caste and village. Bis
traditions are Hinduized traditions, and lil no s~nse secular ones.
Srinivas, in a straightforward way, rej~c~s seculans~ and stands in
favour of Hindu traditions. In his critique of Indian secularism
which appeared in a short article in th~ Times ofln~ia in 1993,
finds secularism wanting because he believes that India needs a new
philosophy to solve the cultural and spiritual crise_s facing the
country and that philosophy cannot be secular humamsm. It has to
be firmly rooted in God as creator _and protector. _Srinivas'
construction of sanskritization and dominant caste put him closer
to Hindutva ideology of cultural nationalism. At this stage of
discussion, Doshi (2003) comments regarding India's traditions, it
can be said that any tradition emanating from caste system cannot
be nation's tradition as the constitution has rejected caste.
Srinivas' widely known classic, The Remembered Village, has
all the qualities of a classic novel on changing village in a part of
South India. Srinivas has portrayed the character types in 'Three
Important Men of Village Rampura': the village headman and the
landlord of the old type; the broker between village and the outside
world, Kulle Gowda; and the powerful enterprising landlord of the

h;

new type, Nadu Gowda.
Srinivas concentrated on the study of some vital aspects of
Hindu society and culture and his study did it explore the dimen·
sions of interaction and interface between the Hindu and
non-Hindu segments. The area that he studied did not have a large
non-Hindu presence. He hoped that other sociologists would take
up the study of the non-Hindu segments of Indian society and
culture without which an Indian sociology, Indian in the sense of
being comprehensive and authentic and hence truly representati~e
of the plurality and complexity of India, would not emerge. In this
context, Joshi (2000) viewed that Srinivas' self-definition and
self:percepti~n w_as never that of a Hindu sociologist but that of ~
Indian sociologist studying Hindu religion and its social
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institutions in a specific area through intensive fieldwork at the
ground level.

ye_ws on Caste
Srinivas views caste as a segmentary system. Every caste for h " ·
. .d d .
b
,
un, lS
d1vi e mto su -castes which are:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

the unit of endogamy;
whose _member~ follow a common occupation;
the umts of social and ritual life·
' culture; and
whose members share a common
"'.'hose members are governed by the same authoritative body,
viz., the panchayat?

. Besides these ~actors of the sub-caste, for Srinivas, certain other
attributes are also important. These are:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Hierarchy: To Srinivas, hierarchy is the core or the essence of
the cast~ system. It refers to t~e arrangements of hereditary
groups ill a rank order. He pornts out that it is status of the
top~mo_st or Brahmins and the bottom-most or untouchables,
v.:h1ch is the clearest in terms of rank. The middle regions of
hierarchy are the most flexible, who may be defined as
members of the middle ranks.
Occupational differentiation: Srinivas finds a close relationship
betw~en a caste and its occupation. He says that caste is
n~thi,!1g more the "systematization of occupational differentiati~n . C~stes are known by their occupations and many
denve their name from the occupation followed, e.g., Lohar,
S_unar, Kumhar, _T eli, ~ hamar etc. He also stresses that occupations are placed m a hierarchy of high and low.
Restrictions on commensality, dress, speech and custom are
~so found among castes. There is a dietic hierarchy and restrictions on acceptance of food.
Po!lu~ion: The distance between ca,;tes is maintained by the
prmc1ples of pollution. Srinivas too argues that the castes must
not c~me into ~ontact with anything that is polluted whether
~n obJect or bemg. Any contact with polluted renders a caste
impure and demands that the polluted caste undergo
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urification rites. If pollution•is serious
. h such as when a 11·iguL
P
caste person has sexual relations wit ~.a untouchable, the
person involved may be remo~ed fr~m his or her caste.
5. Caste Panchayats and Assemblies: .Bes1d~s the above mentioned
attributes of a caste, every caste 1s subJect to the control of an
order maintaining body or a Panchayat. Elder of each caste in
village together maintain the social order by exercising thei;
authority collectively. Further, every caste member i
answerable to the authority of its Caste Assembly.
authority of a .Caste A~1:11bl?' 1:11a! ~xtend beyond village
boundaries to mclude m its 1unsdict1on of caste in other
villages.
From the above, we can infer that the attributes of a caste
definitely determined the nature of inter-caste relations. These
attributes or customs of caste also determine the rank of a caste.
This becomes obvious in the work of Srinivas on caste mobility or
sanskritization.

Th;

~anskrltization
We have seen above that how every caste is assigned in the caste
rank order on the basis of the purity and impurity of its attributes.
In his study of a Mysore village, Srinivas finds that at some time or
the other, every caste tries to change its rank in the hierarchy by
giving up its attributes and trying to adopt those of castes above
the1;11. This process of attempting to change one's rank by giving up
~ttr.1bu~es that ~efine a caste as low and adopting attributes that are
111dica~ve o~ higher status is ca!1Pd 'sanskritization'. This process
essentially .m':olves a change m one's dietary habits from
non-veg~tanan1~m to vegetarianism, and a change in one's
oc°:1pat1on habits from an 'unclean' to a 'clean' occupation. The
attnbutes of a caste become the basis of interaction between castes.
The creation of pattern of interaction and interrelations is best
expressed in Srinivas' use of the concept of •dominant caste'.

,Jdea of Dominant Caste
Beside~ ~aste, Srinivas looks for yet another source or manifestation
of tradiuon. He found it in the notion of 'dominant caste'. H e first
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proposed it in his _early papers on the village of Rampura. The
concept has been discussed and applied to a great deal in work on
social and political organization in India. He had defined dominant
caste in terms of six attributes placed in conjunction:

(1) sizeable amount of arable land;
(2) strength of numbers;
(3) high place in the local hierarchy;
(4) western education;
(5) jobs in the administration; and
(6) urban sources of income.
Of t~e above attr~butes of.the dominant caste, the following
three are 1mport~nt: (1) numencal strength, (ii) economic power
tl;1ro~gh owners_lup of land, and (iii) political power. Accordingly, a
dominant caste 1s any caste that has all three of the above attributes
in a villa~e comm~nity. The interesting aspect of this concept is
th~t the r~t~al :anking o~ a c~ste no longer remains the major basis
of its pos1t10n m the social hierarchy. Even if a caste stands low in
the social hierarchy because of being ranked low it can become the
dominant ruling caste ?~ gr~up in a village if it is' numerically large,
owns land and has political mfluence over village matters. There is
no doubt that a caste with relatively higher in ritual rank would
probably find it easier to become dominant. But this is not the case
always.
.
We take an example from the village Rampura in Mysore to
~llustr~te the above. In this village, there are a number of castes
1~cludmg Brahmins, peasants and untouchables. The peasants are
ntuall)'.' ranked below the Brahmins, but they own lands and
nun:encally preponderant and have political influence over village
affairs. Consequently, we find that despite their low ritual rank, the
peas~ts are the dominant caste in the village. All the other castes of
~he village stand in a relationship of service to the dominant caste,
1.e., they are at the back of the dominant caste.
Srinivas was criticized for this concept with the charge that it
was.smuggled from the notion of dominance, which emerged from
Afn.can sociology. Repudiating the critique, Srinivas asserted that
the idea of dominant caste given by him had its origin in the field
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India His field work had impressed u
work of C oorgs o£South
·
d
Pon
'ti'es such as the Coorgs an the O kkal,'g
him that commuru ,
d h
as
· lded cons1'derable power at the local leve1an s . ared such soCia. 1
·
w1e
attributes as numerical preponderance, econon>:1c strength and
clean ritual status. He further not.ed that the do~ant ~aste could
be a local source of sankritization, or a barrier to its spread.
Sanskritization and dominant caste are therefore representation of
Indian tradition. And, in this conceptual framework, the traditions
of the lower castes and Oalits have no place, now~ere in village
India; the subaltern groups occupy the status of dommant caste.

In 1956 Srinivas posited the concept of westernization as
follows: "The British conquest of India set free a number of forces political: eco~omic, social an~ technological ... (which) affected the
country s social and cultural life profoundly and at every point, and
that the withdrawal of the British from India not only did not mean
the cessation of these forces but, meant on the contrary, their intensification" (Srinivas, 1966: 53).
Now, as a summary of certain characteristics spontaneously
observable in society, these concepts cannot claim any originality
(Mukherjee 1979: 50). What Srinivas characterized as
sanskritization in the idiom of sociology currently fashionable, had
been described by the proto-sociologists Lyall and Risley as
'Aryanization' and 'Brahminization', as mentioned by Mukherjee
in the first chapter of his book Sociology ofIndian Sociology (1979}.
Possibly, sanskritization is a more precise expression of the process
under reference, as is claimed by Srinivas who does not deny the
antecedents to his concept (Srinivas, 1962: 42-43). Similarly, the
process of westernization was noted by several proto-sociologists
mentioned by Mukherjee (1979) and described in virtually the same
manner as done by Srinivas.
The pioneers also were not unaware of the two processes and
took particular note of them in the context of their respective value
preferences, theoretical formulations and resea.rch orientation (e.g.,
Coomaraswamy and D.P. Mukerji). The two processes have,
respectively, two levels of meaning- 'historic-specific' and 'contextual-specific', as Y ogendra Singh has remarked regarding
sanskritization (1973: 6) and Milton Singer had noted earlier
(1959: 179).
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~dsm
· The life mission of Srinivas has been to understand Indian society.
He though talks about economic and technological development
but in the study of these areas sidetracks lower segments of society
In his endeavour for promoting sanskritization, he ha~
marginalized and alienated religiou.s min~rities. For hi~, Indian
traditions are those, which are manifested in caste and village. Hi1
traditions are Hinduized traditions and in no sense secular one~
The construction of sanskritization and dominant caste put him
closer to HindMtva ideology of cultural nationalism. One can say
that his understanding was more elitist or presents only upper caste
VleW.

The indigenous concepts of social change prevailing among
sociologists in the 1950s arid, to a large extent also in the 1960s were
formulated by M.N. Srinivas under the labels 'sanskritization' and
'westernization', which he regarded as •timited processes in
modem India and it is not possible to understand one without
reference to the other" (see Caste in Modern India, 1966: 8-9).
Srinivas had evolved ihe concept of sanskritization while preparing
his doctoral dissenation under the guidance of Radcliffe-Brown JDd
Evans Pritchard at Oxford (1952). He finally formulated thr
concept as denoting the process by ~·hich. 'low' Hindu caste or
tribal or other group, changes its customs, rituals, ideology, and
way of life in the direct.ion of a high and frequently 'twice-born

Conclusion

Srinivas occupies an eminent place among the first-generation
sociologists of India. His focus on 'field view' over the 'book view'
is a remarkable step in understanding the reality of Indian society.
This reflects sociology of nativity. His field work among the
Coorgs relates his approach as structural-functional and represents

caste•.
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·.:
f the complex interrelationship between ritual
an expos1uon o
al 'th h
.
and
social order in Coorg society. It.also de 5 wi t e .crucial notion of
urity and pollution as also with the process of mcorporatio
P
.. .
. d
'al d
.
n of
non-Hindu commuruties tnto the Hin u soci or er. This refers t
the concept of 'sanskritization' which he used to describe ho
.
te
. al
process of the penetration of Sanskriuc v ues mto the remotest
parts of India.

Srinivas' Framework Summarized

Background
1.

2.
3.

Educated and training in sociology.
Academic career at Bombay, Baroda, Delhi, Bangalore and
Oxford.
His interest in understanding the rural social life.
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Typology
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Dominant caste
Brahminization
Sanskritization
Westernization
Secularization

Issues
Different aspects of Indian society and culture:
1. Indian society and culture
2. Religion and society
3. Village study
4. Inter-caste relations
5. Social change

Aim

1.

Dynamics of caste system in rural setting

Assumptions
1.

2.

3.

Structure and change.
The tradition of basing macro-sociological generalizations oa
micro-anthropological insights.
To undenttand his countrymen not on the basis of western
textbooks or from indigenous sacred texts but from direct
observation, field study .and-field experience.

Approach
1.
2.

Structural-functional approach
Macro-micro perspective

Methodology

1.

Al;ithropologiql ~v~iOI1$ of small-scale communities

2.

Fun,ctiona1 uwi},

3.

Field investigatioJlS
Descriptive s'cuay

4.

. .

•
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Marxist Perspective

The dialectical-historical orientation is related primarily to Marxist
methods and propositions for the analysis of social reality.
Yogendra Singh (2004) has used the term dialectical and not Marxist
because in Indian sociology, Marxist approach comprises several
adaptive models; many innovations have been made on classical
Marxist formulations for the study of Indian society. Also, among
Indian sociologists, there is a growing awareness that Marxist
categories and paradigms will have to be reformulated and tested
~ societal realities of various historical origins to validate
them as universal or particular categories in sociology. In this
perspective, when we look at the growth of dialectical-historical
orientation in theory, we find that comparatively it is a less
developed branch of Indian sociology. Most basic Marxist thinking
in India was done in the forties and fifties by non-sociologists

(Singh, 1973, 1977).
The study of Indian social reality from the Marxian

perspective has been conducted by scholars such as, M.N. Dutta,
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Akshay Ramanlal Desai (1915-1994) was born on April 16, 1915 at
Nadiad in Gujarat and died on November 12, 1994 at Baroda in
Gujarat. In his early years, he was influenced by his father
Ramanlal Vasantlal Desai, a well known litterateur who inspired \
the youth in Gujarat in the thirties. A.R. Desai took part in student I
movements in Baroda, Surat and Bombay. He graduated from the
University of Bombay, and also obtained a law degree and a PhD in :
sociology under G.S. Ghurye from the same university in 1946. 1
Later on, he taught at the Bombay University and also became head
of the department. In 1947, he got married to Neera Desai, who has i
done pioneering work in the field of women's studies. In 1953, he
took the membership of the Trotskyites Revolutionary Socialist
Pany and resigned from its membership in 1981.

!

Netllodology
Among Indian sodologists one who has consistently advocated an.d
applied dialecticaMtistorical model in his sociological studies 15
A.R. Desai. Desai closely stUdied the works of Marx and Engels and
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the writings of Leon Trot ky by whom he was very much influenced, He may. be regarded as one of the pioneers in introducing the
modern M~rxlSt ap~roach to empirical investigations involving
bibliographical and field research.
In t_he above co.ntext, D:sai alone among Indian sociologists
has consistently applied Marxist methods in his treatment of Indian
social structure and its processes. He is a doctrinaire Marxist. He
rejects any interpretations of tradition with reference to religion,
rituals and festivities. It is essentially a secular phenomenon. Its
nature is economic and it originates and develops in economics. He
finds it in family, village and other social institutions. H e also does
not find the origin of tradition in western culture. His studies
mainly of nationalism and its social configuration (1966), his examination of community development programmes for economic
development in villages (1959), his diagnosis of the interface
between state and society in India or the relationship between
polity and social structure (1975), his treatment of urban slums and
their demographic problems (1972), and finally his study of peasant
movements (1979) are all based on a Marxist method of historical-dialectical materialism. He considers that the emerging
contradictions in the Indian process of social transformation arise
mainly from the growing nexus among the capitalist bourgeoisie,
the rural petty-bourgeoisie and a state apparatus, all drawn from
similar social roots. This thwarts the aspirations of the rural and
industrial working classes by sheer of its power and of its skilful
stratagems. The contradiction, however, is not resolved. It only
takes new cumulative forms and re-emerges in the form of protests
and social movements. The social unrest is rooted in the capitalist
path of development followed by India, bequeathed to it as a legacy
of the national movement.
Writings of Desai
A refreshingly new perspective to evaluate changes in Indian
society was brought about by a few Marxist sociologists. A.R.

Desai, a student of Ghurye, stands out in this respect with his
devoted and sustained endeavours to understand the diverse aspects
of Indian social reality: The Social Background ofIndian Nationalism
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Village structure • · ·•··
'
Transformation of Iacian..sodety
Social background of Indian nationalism

Peasant--·-'-

;:,y ~

}t1 .: ·1,1

State an<i society
•

Village Sttucture

T11-.mu1t1JCe, vi

bakd

on

ffl"1rn1

ptimiti~ plough. Mid bullock-pow,,
_ptimJuve eqwpment.
The vi11.tge council was the t.k fi o

tfk
bich represented th~ viU.ige commuruty. AU rxchillgr of pr·xfuca
ptodu~ by the .VJ.11.ige . workrrs w liaured to t,hr v.11
commumry. The village did not h.ave any •PJ)noabltt achAng,
rd,tions with the outside world. Funher, th, pre Bnrish J.ncfun
society almost completely subordina.~ the individu.al ,,, dw ..
family and ~e village J)dnc~t. The culture of p~Bnrid, f · '
was feudal

~

nature, which was predominantly myn.ic..~ ·
character. This was due to the f ct that the soc.icty
«oaomi-

cally o.o a Jow level, stationary and socially rigid. Wharner
occurred were quantitative and not qualitat:it-e in char.a

---i,...

Tro.nsformatfon of Indian Society
The transformation of the pre-British India from feudal ecc>llOm\'
to capitalist economy was a result of the British conquest of India.
The British government adopted the capitalist path of devdopmeo.t
in their political and economic policies at three levels, viz.., trade
industry and finance.

The introduction of new economic reforms of the Bri ·
government disrupted the old economic system. Consequently, it
decayed the old land relations and artisans with the emergence of
new land relations and modem industries. In place of viltagi
commune appeared modem peasant proprietors or zamindars.
private owner of land. The class of artisans disappeared with
modem industry. New classes like the capita.list, industriaf
workers, agricultural labourers, tenants) merchants ete. emerged.
Thus, the British impact not only Jed to the transformation of the
economic anatomy of Indian society, but also its social physi~

. .

ognomy. Funher, the new land revenue system, commercialization

. t posed
unit ID
It is viewed that Indian village ~as a seIf-suffi
.nl oen
oi
p~British period. ~ ~ P°!'ulation w_~ mai y co~ right
sants. The~ fam.d•es-enJOYed trad.iaonal heredi ary . n.
* '~ \ ~,Jlt>ldutgJrom;generation to generauo

of agriculture, fragmentation of land etc. also led to the tn.osfor-

peu..,.~
- . _,...

to ~~
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·,,i ,'( ...,~'\)~- "'"4f'\1f
:t '''" '
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>

tnation of Indian village.
. At higher level, this resulted in growing polarization of oa:~
1ll agrarian areas, poverty in rural areas and exploitation by the
OWners of land. It gives rise to new class structure in a.gntnQ'.Q
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in fk continuity of traditjon.J 1mi.tuur,n, u1 lnd..a • hach
ouJd u..odttgo changes as these rtuuon;. 1Vt:>uld ch.angr Des.u
~ that when traditions are linked with C'1..0nomK r~J.atwtH, the
cbaoge in the btr.e.r would ~mtuall y ch.ange ! hC' 'r ..dmr1n \. It 1~ an
this conta.t th2t he thinks that caste 9,·j}l disintegr""' 'With tbc
eation of new social and material condiuons, such• andusire.

:momic growth, education, etc.
Desai's definition of tradition is a w.11enhed. He don not trau
i, from caste, religion or ritual. The dialectical hi~c,ry of IndiJ dw
he presents very clearly shows that tr.aditions have th~1r rocAt ·
India's economy and production relation~. Oc:\pitc merits of the
dialectical approach applied by Desai in the ddinition of tradauoa.
y ogendra Singh a ~ that the merits are not without weaknnws.
What is wrong with Desai is that he was very profound v.·hen be
applies principles of Marxism in analyzing Indian ~itu.tion but fails
at the level of empirical suppon. In other words, his tbeoret.ical
founework can be challenged by the strength of substantial data.
The critique of Yogendra Singh runs as under:
The important limitation of the dialecrical approadi for s1Udies
social change in India is the lack of subst~tial empirical dau
suppon of his major assertions, which are often h~toriograpb.ic
can easily be challenged. In theoretical terms, however, tbis
approach can be more visible for analysis of the processes of cbadgc
a.ad conflict in India provided it is founded upon a sou.ad tradition of
scientific research. Despite this limitation, some smdia conducted
on this model offer useful hypotheses, which can be funha- usaed m
~ of the studies on social chang~.

m

TJl~ Jai:Je amount of work produced by Desai is testimony to

the ~ ionary zeal with which he carried on his endeavour. He
~Qrt4, .e.di~ and compiled a large number of books. His
p t o ~ BtU~ wqe Social &ckgnnmtl of lnaian ~
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(1948) and Recent Trends in Jndi4n N4tionalism (1960). In tb~
works, he developed the Marxian framework to outline the grov.ii:
of capitalism in India. He provided an analysis of the emergence 01
the various social forces, which radically altered the economy and
society in India within the conccxt of colonialism. The state which
emerged in India after independence, h e ~ was a capitilis:
state. The theme of the relation between the state and the c.apitafu:
~ was explored in his writings. To him, the administrative !eve:
apparatus °.f the state performed '!1e twin functions of protecting
the properued classes and suppressing the struggles of the exploiceJ
classes. In India's Path ofDevelopment (198-4) he took on the tradi.
tional communist parties and the Marx scho1ars who spoke of the
alliance with the progremve bourgeoisie, of semi-feudalism, of
foreign imperialist control over Indian economy, and who postu.
lated a 'tw~ e s theory of revolution' or accepted a 'peaceful
parliamentary road to socialism' in India. Dcsai's works include a
number of edited volumes on rur.d sociology, urbanization, labour
movements, peasant struggles, modemizatio~ religion, and
democr.itic rights. They are a rich source of refettnce material for
students, researchers and activists.

Stlde amJ Society
Ia S~ and Society fn l_ndia (1975), Desai provided a critique of the
rbto~ of modernization accepted by a large number of academic

esrablishments.
He clearly
stated that in realitv
___ ..A ,. ode •
.
, th e concept
0
~.. m
rruzat1on ° capitalist: path a desirable value
served as a valuable ideolooical
Premise • I~ however,
•
- tr
vehicIe to t h e
ruling class purswng th~ capitalist path. Desai remarked on the
absence of a compr~hens1ve analysis of the d ass character, class role
and the economic, repressive, ideological functio
f th
;..-'~de·
Indian
OS O
e
post-.......-Y"u, nee
state by Marxist scholars. In many of his

later works ~ pur~ the theme of the repressive role of the state
and.the growmg r~ce to it.~ Vzolatum ofDemocratic Rights in
India (1986), Represswn and Rerutance in India (1990), Expanding
Lawlessness and Organized Struggles (1991) and State
tlfld Repressive Culture (1994), jointly with Wilfred D 'Co t
h
h" JtJ" h -L
. L-:
Sa,
e
·~ •g ts w.e VIoiauon of the democratic rights of nun
·
· ·
dw ll .
.
onues,
I
women, s ~
e ers ln urban India, press and other media by the
state (Munshi and Saldanha, 1994).
In his studies of nationalism, analysis of rural social structur
the nature of economic and social policies of change in India an~
Peasant Struggles
:e structur~ state and socie~, he has consistently tried to expose
In his two volUIIM!S entitled PUl4nl Stnlggks in India (1979) and . ~~ntradicnons and.an~malies in ~~li~es and process of change
Agrarian Struggles in Indut 4/ta' Indepfflt:lma (1986), Desai has th ~ from. the capnalist-bourgeome interlocking of interest in
complied acellent material on peasant struggles in India during
Indi~ s~iety (Des~, 1959, 1966, 1975). According to Desai,
colonial rule and after independence. The difference in th~ r podal~uon of class ln.terest, especially of the bourgeoisie is the
. . India. I t has t hus inherent
.
•
chancter of struggles then and now is highlighted. Agrarian ioun
lass non of. modem
.
society tn
in it the
struggles, at present, Desai suggests, are waged by the ~ contradicnons and the logic of its dialectics. This has been
newly-emerged propertied classes as well as the agrarian poor.
oroughly exposed by Desai in his several writings.

Gowmment:zl

°.f

th;

especially the agrarian proletariat, whereas the former fight for i
greater share in the fruits of development. The poor comprising Relevance of Marxist Approach
pauperized peasants and labourers belonging to low castes ~J In the fifties and l · · Am ·
and British fun . ear ! stxUes,.
en~ structural-functionalism
tribal communities struggle for survival and for a better life tor SOc. I .
ctionalism dorwnated soc1al sciences in general and
themselves. Thus, Desai maintained, progress could be achiev~
:cal.re~~~es in particular. However, Desai undeterred by
only by radically transforming the exploitative capitalist syste~ 111 and
1&nalistic influences continued to write on Indian society
India. The theme of the state was explored in several of his scudie>
state om the perspective of an involved scholarship.

the:
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1.

h

uch uid on wh.a1 If

-mdt~ndtnte lnd&.ao

ttA.Jtf ',

rh,

Few

t,t,.,.,

4'1"oach. will focus on the specific tvpr ut pr,,ptn, rrl.&ti1,m.
.,bich aisted on the eve of ~ndtn"' .aa.J wh1,n ~t br.n

~ by the state the .ictivt .tgrm of trast,JrrJUtNn b<,tn aa
rdlllS of elaborating legal-nornut1vr notions u wrU .,. _. ,tkil1( ,.iur
acu,al polkies purs~ for dcvelopmrm .ind u.anrfonmuoa of
bKtiaD socifty into a prosperous develo~ un.r.
In brief, the Marxist .ipproach gives c..nnr.! unport.mu so
property ~ c in_analyzing ~y society. It prov&Je\ ·hut"r;~al

Jacation or spccaficauon of all soc,~ phrnu~n.i •. ~forr~rr ·1rus
approach r«ogni.us the dialectics of evolut10n.uy .i, .,tJl u revt:>iuuonary changes of the breaks in histonc~ conunu1tv ,n the
uansitiou from one socio-economic form.mun to an<Jthr;... In d111
con~ Desai tried to understand the Indian soc1~y whach .also
rdleas in bis wor: • esa.i not only did give notice co dac
nwostream that aa bas a place in sociology, but also, be
provided .a forum for n.dical-minded scholan to br
·
boozon of re«arch.
Aally,sls of Indian Society through Marxist Approach
Man poi.med out "kit dilferent b-fonnations within a society
rou1d not be wtdemood adequately if seen in the conta:t of
historical level. Thus, the arxist approach endeavours co locau,
within a specific odety, the forus which prewrve md forca
which prompt it to change, Le., the forces driving to au a leap i.oco
a oew or a higher form of .rocial organization, which would unleas
the productive power of mankind to a next higher level. Further,
Desai argues that the methodology adopted by social 1cientim jj
apt to understand social reality from the ickology of capit.ilism. Bu
that is a fa1se finding. He further argues th~t changes nttd to be
~eted from the perspective of production rew.iom. ad it ·
pqcuely the method he has applied.
Marxist approach funher considers tint focusing on ·
tfJlf of property relations prevailuig in the Indian society
~ element for p:roperly undemmdin th.£ runure a

!he
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transformation that has been taking _place in the country. 1'h·
approach does not demand crude reducmg of every phenomeno is
economic factor; it also does not deny the autonomy, or prevalen to
of distinct institutional and normative features peculiar t nee
O
particular society. For instance, according to D esai, it does a
. . .
not
d eny t be necessity of uniderstanding t h e 111Stltut1on like c
sy~~ · religio:°s, linguistic or ~b~ groups or eve-?' specific cul tu~
traditions which are charactenst1cs of the Indian society. Th
Marxist approach, in fact, endeavours to understand their role a ~
the nature of their transformation in the larger context of the tyn
of society, which is being evolved, and understand them in
matrix of underlying overall property relations and norms implict
therein, which pervasively influence the entire social economi t
formation. Desai feels that adoption of the Marxist approach wi~
be helpful in studying the industrial relations, not merely as
management-labour relations, but as capital-labour relations, and
also in the context of the state wedded to capitalist path of deveJ.
opment, shaping these relations. Similarly, it will help understand
the dynamics of rural, urban, educational and other developments,
better as it will assist the exploration of these phenomena in the
larger context of the social framework, which is being created by
the state shaping the development on capitalist path of development. The Marxist approach will also . assist in understanding
wh y institutions generating higher knowledge-products,
sponsored, financed and basically shaped by the state, pursuing a
path of capitalist development, will not basically allow the
paradigms and approaches to study, which may expose the myth
spread about state as welfare neutral state and reveal it as basically a
capitalist state. The constitution eyolved its bourgeois constitution
and the leadership is representing capitalist class and is reshaping
the economy and society on capitalist path. The slogan of socialistic
pattern is a hoax to create illusion and confuse the masses. The
real intentions and practices are ge.a red to the development on
capitalist lines.
Accordil).g to Desai, the bourgeoisie is the dominant class in
India. The Indian society is base4 on. the capitalist economy. The

tr
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doaiinaat cul~~ in our cou~try is therefore the culture of du
doa:unant capitalist class. Indian capitalism w~,; ~ by-product of
imperialist capitalism. Indi~ _capitalism was born durmg the
declining phase of world capitalism when, due to the gener.l criiiS
of capitalism, even in advanced capitalist countries, the ruling
bourgeoisie, not cognizant of the cause of the crisis, have been
increasingly abandoning rationalism and materialist philo,;ophies
and retrograding to religio-mystical world outlooks. Desai argues
that Indian bourgeoisie built up a fundamentally secular bourgeois
democratic state, which has been imparting modern scientific,
technological and liberal democratic education. This class and its
intelligentsia have been, in the cultural field revivalist and more and
more popularizing supporting and spreading old religious and idealistic philosophic concepts among the people. The idealistic and
religio-mystical philosophies of the ruling bourgeois class, fu rther
reinforced by crude mythological culture rampant among the
masses, constitute the dominant culture of the Indian people today.
The social role played by this culture is reactionary since it gives
myopic picture of the physical universe and the social world, a
misexplanation of the fundamental causes of the economic and
social crises, opiates the consciousness of the masses and tries to
divert the latter from advancing on the road of specific solutions of
their problems.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have tried to focus upon the works of A.R.
Desai, which show that how Marxist approach can be applied in
understanding Indian social reality. The Social Background ofIndian
Nationalism reflects on the economic interpretation of Indian
society. Desai applies historical materialism for understanding the
transformation of Indian society. He explains that how the national
consciousness emerged through qualitative changes in Indian
society. It must be observed by the concluding words that in all his
writings Desai has examined the usefulness of Marxian framework
to unde~d Indian's reality. Desai's all other writings also reflect
the Marxist approach to understand the Indian society.
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